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Executive summary  
Nowadays, inventory management has become inevitable in any manufacturing business. The literature on 
inventory management addresses the significant challenge of balancing inventories to provide a high level of 
customer service without accruing excessive investments in inventory. The amount of inventory investments 
directly affects profitability and cash flow of a company. Therefore, managing inventory well is crucial for the 
success of a company. The two-fold objective of inventory control includes avoiding over- or under-investments 
in inventory and delivering the requested products to the customer. Too much inventory available on the shelves 
or in the warehouse increases the risk of inventory becoming obsolete or that the company is not being able to 
sell the products. Too little inventory can result in inventory shortages and a loss of customers. Both problems 
cost your business a significant amount of money. Therefore, determining the optimal inventory levels is crucial 
for the productivity and profitability of a business. This in-company project is an endeavour of Anyway Doors, a 
made-to-measure door manufacturer, to improve their inventory management system and to adapt to the 
technological innovations and digitalization of the global business landscape.  

The project focuses on optimizing the procurement processes, as well as enhancing the overall organisational 
flow of Anyway Doors. The key objective of this project is to develop an inventory management model indicating 
when and how much to order. However, throughout the project, some deficiencies in the ERP system of Anyway 
Doors arose, resulting in the project being narrowed down to an inventory management system for a specific 
raw material namely, high-pressure laminates. It became clear that the development of a model is insufficient 
to improve ordering decisions. Along with the inventory model constructed for high-pressure laminates, 
recommendations are discussed to assist Anyway Doors in enhancing the accuracy of their ERP system and the 
organisational flow. 

Firstly, the model provides an indication of when to order. The classification of high-pressure laminates ensures 
an improvement of inventory decisions for the different categories. As the inventory policies differ between fast 
movers and slow movers, an item is ordered depending on the frequency of usage. Regarding the fast movers, 
an order is placed each time on the fixed weekly control. Contrary to the frequently used high-pressure 
laminates, the slow movers are only ordered when inventory levels fall below a certain threshold. This creates a 
more proactive ordering process instead of the current reactive procurements presented at Anyway Doors.  

Secondly, the model indicates how much to order. The amount ordered for each high-pressure laminate also 
depends on the inventory policy appointed. The inventory policy differs for the frequently and less frequently 
used components. For items with a high usage rate, there is a greater need to maintain high inventory levels. 
Therefore, the size of the order placed depends on the current and maximum inventory level. For slow-moving 
items, the minimum order quantity is considered for ordering decisions, as less inventory is required. This 
method results in an increased accuracy and transparency with regards of when and how much to order.  

Within the scope of the project, recommendations are developed based on best practices and interviews with 
Anyway Doors’ employees. The recommendations are divided into two sections, the ERP system as a 
communication tool and improving the business continuity. Enhancing the reliability and reducing the 
complexity of the ERP system is crucial for the future of Anyway Doors. Most of the recommendations increasing 
the accuracy of the ERP system can be easily integrated. For example, the returns of high-pressure laminates to 
the supplier or an inventory control KPI. The complexity of Anyway Doors’ ERP system can be reduced by 
providing trainings related to using the ERP system and the usage of unambiguous unit indications. As Anyway 
Doors’ organisational operations encounter some bottlenecks, some recommendations also focus on facilitating 
operations in the front office. As this report is a case study on high-pressure laminates, a separate section is 
devoted to further improving inventory management of this material group. For example, reviewing the product 
portfolio, or exploring the options of the Lean-Lift where high-pressure laminates are currently stored.  

As Anyway Doors wants to expand their business, standardized procedures concerning inventory management 
are needed to avoid the manual actions and create more accurate inventory information. Ideally, in the future, 
a switch to an automated inventory system allows for continuous tracking of inventory levels. The presented 
model and recommendations provide the first steps for this standardization of procurement decisions. 
Moreover, the statistically based inventory system aims to increase efficiency in Anyway Doors’ inventory 
management and offers a solid indication of when and how much to order, while minimizing the manual actions.  
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1 Introduction 
As manufacturing enterprises move ahead in the 21st century, it is becoming increasingly difficult to compete on 
a larger scale without strong inventory management strategies. Production decisions must be made quickly and 
need to withstand the uncertainty of the business environment to make sure the desired products are delivered 
to customers at the right time, in the right place and the right quantity. For production to run smoothly, the 
required materials are needed following the just-in-time principles. Therefore, inventory management is a 
crucial factor of a company’s supply chain and a determining element in remaining competitive in the market. 
However, when companies adapt their operating policies to remain competitive, some policies, such as the raw 
material inventory management policies remain untouched due to lower priorities or lack of adequate data. In 
many cases, there is no inventory management system available.   

Anyway Doors is one of the companies that does not have a clear set of guidelines and procedures for ordering 
materials. Anyway Doors is a Belgian premium door manufacturer, located in Massenhoven, that offers unique 
made-to-measure solutions. Their signature door solutions are a combination of functionality and minimalistic 
design pieces that fit seamlessly into many homes. With their make-to-order business model, the customer can 
fully customize the doors to their personal preference. This, however, comes at the cost of having to manage 
over 700 stock items, which is a very challenging task. 

The current ordering process involves many manual actions, which makes this process subject to many potential 
faults. Furthermore, the main pillar on which the ordering decisions are based today is an experience-based gut 
feeling. Therefore, decisions such as what to order, how much to order and when to order are made without a 
transparent system. Despite, the usefulness of the system in the past, to ensure further growth and efficiency, 
clear guidelines and procedures are necessary for purchasing decisions.  

Having a clear set of guidelines and procedures with regard to ordering decisions bundled in an inventory 
management system could potentially have many benefits for Anyway Doors. First, overstock or slow-moving 
inventory can be very costly, as cash ties up in idle inventory. There is the actual cost, as well as a high 
opportunity cost that comes with it. Cash used for inventory purposes cannot be used for other investments, 
which negatively impacts profitability and cash flow. Therefore, good inventory management is crucial for 
healthy working capital and cash flow management. Although Anyway Doors has no liquidity problems, it is 
currently experiencing an opportunity cost and cash lock-up issues with its aluminium inventory. Another reason 
why Anyway Doors could benefit from an inventory management and control system relates to their ambitions 
to continue to grow. Anyway Doors is a growing company and aims to further expand its dealer network and 
customer base, possibly even outside the Benelux boundaries. This expansion is accompanied by increased 
production and a greater need for components. Consequently, procurement will need to place larger and more 
frequent orders. Implementing an inventory management and control system will help Anyway Doors efficiently 
manage the increased need for door components. Finally, good management of inventory also leads to greater 
customer satisfaction, as poor inventory management may lead to lower availability of products and 
components, and thus, increased delivery times to the customer. To gain the customer service satisfaction stars, 
your inventory needs to be managed well.  

To conclude, many advantages are related to the use of a clear inventory management system, including 
increased revenues, lower costs, and greater customer satisfaction. However, currently, this topic is a significant 
bottleneck for Anyway Doors. For that reason, the objective of this project is to establish an inventory 
management system and identify possible obstacles that obstruct its implementation of it. Therefore, in this 
report, the answer to the following question is examined: “How can Anyway Doors increase the accuracy and 
transparency of their order decisions to optimize the inventory levels?” 

This report focuses on developing an inventory management system for one specific material group used by 
Anyway Doors, HPL1. In the remainder of the study, a detailed overview of Anyway Doors, its product and current 
organisational and purchasing processes are given. In addition, the method used for the development of the 
inventory management system is explained. This includes a comprehensive literature review and the application 

 
1 HPL stands for high-pressure laminate and is an important raw material for Anyway Doors’ filled doors 
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of specific frameworks and concepts. Afterwards, the results of the inventory management model are discussed 
along with a critical view of the system. The final section of the report focuses on future recommendations to 
facilitate inventory management and improve the efficiency of their operations.  

1.1 Company description 
Anyway Doors is a Belgian manufacturer and retailer of high-end made-to-measure interior doors and offers 
unique design doors that fit seamlessly into the interior of a home. In 1995, the company is established under 
the brand name: Indoor Collection NV and uses Anyway Doors as its commercial name. The objective of Anyway 
Doors is to develop “a door that you experience as no door at all”, meaning that besides comfort you also receive 
an esthetical design piece in your home. The product range of Anyway Doors can be divided into two categories, 
the doors and dress walls. Both products can be fully customized in finishing, size, handles, frames, and other 
accessories.  

Anyway Doors’ competitive edge lies in its ability to combine an appealing design with great functionality. They 
continue to maintain their edge with the minimalistic tailor-made designs in which exclusive technologies are 
incorporated. One of the signature design techniques is the visual elimination of all mounting and closing 
mechanisms, which creates clean lines. In addition, special attention is paid to high-quality materials that are 
easy to maintain and are hygienic and safe.  

Patented technologies and lots of experience enables Anyway Doors to further leverage their business. Over the 
years, their technologies evolved widely, which is reflected in the different generations of doors, of which 
currently the eighth generation is offered to clients. The 27 years of experience, together with their innovative 
efforts, is what makes Anyway Doors a market leader in the high-end interior door segment and allows them to 
continue to grow. In addition, multiple renowned international design awards were won by Anyway Doors for 
its “pivoting room dividers”, among which the iF Design Award in 2017, the ICONIC Award – Best of best in 2018 
and the Archiproducts design awards in 2021. These awards are the extension of their nicely put catchphrase: 
“The best door is not a door, ANYWAY is the next best thing”. 

Anyway Doors has its headquarters in Massenhoven, Antwerp, where both their production facility and 
showroom are located. Around 35 people are currently employed, both production and administrative 
employees. Next to their showroom Anyway Doors works with 18 dealers of which 11 are located in Belgium, 
five in the Netherlands, one in Luxembourg and one in Germany. Today, the company has an increased focus on 
expanding its dealer network across the Benelux and beyond. In December 2020, Anyway Doors has been 
acquired by Theuma, a PE-backed door manufacturer. Theuma has become one of the largest manufacturers of 
door sets in Europe, both interior doors and frames. An overview of the Theuma Group can be found in Appendix 
1. As Theuma focuses on a more standardized product offering, the focus of both companies does not overlap. 
Anyway Doors has a healthy financial situation. In 2021, Anyway Doors finished the year with revenues totalling 
€7.3 million and an EBITDA of €0.9 million.  

Figure 1: Anyway Doors’ office, showroom, and production facility in Massenhoven 
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1.2 Product overview  
The main products that Anyway Doors sells are tailor-made doors and dress walls. The dress walls only represent 
a negligible part2 of the revenues for Anyway Doors. Both the doors and the dress walls are fully customizable 
solutions built out of modular components designed with the same core values: custom-made high-quality 
products combined with ingenious technologies. To provide tangible examples of different customization 
options, some examples of door configurations and dress walls are added in Appendix 2.  

Regarding the offered spectrum of doors, there are three main types: filled, glass and steel look doors. Filled 
doors are built from a frame of anodised aluminium and PU isolation and are finished with an HPL on both sides. 
On the side of the door, the aluminium thus remains visible. Anyway Doors offers around 35 colours of the HPL 
finishing. These HPL finishing’s are either plain colours with a mat or satin feel finishing, woodgrain colours or 
other special finishes such as marble. Glass doors are built out of sheets of tempered safety glass of which the 
thickness can differ. The range of glass-based doors includes types such as clear, coloured, sandblasted or acid-
etched glass. The glass sheets also come in different shades: standard, extra clear, grey, and dark grey. A final 
door type is the steel look door, which are glass doors on which a steel frame made from anodised aluminium is 
installed.  

All types of doors need to be integrated into a doorway; therefore, a doorframe is needed. Anyway Doors offers 
the choice of different types of doorframes: minimalistic doorframes, built-in doorframes or solutions where no 
doorframe is needed. In addition, different methods of opening the door can be chosen. Anyway Doors owns 
three patented technologies of specific types of hinges.  First, there are the ANYWAY hinges, which are the 
standard eighth generation hinges for doors with a maxim width of 1100mm. The Anyway hinges are used for a 
“standard” swing door and allow to open a door 90° in each direction. A customer can opt to have a door opened 
in one specific direction or both directions. These ANYWAY hinges are integrated on the side of the door but are 
invisible both when the door is opened or closed. StealthPivot hinges are a second patented hinge technology 
of Anyway Doors. This type of hinge is secured in the floor and ceiling and allows a door to open and turn around 
a vertical axis some distance away from the wall. These hinges come in two versions: the StealthPivot NL for 
smaller doors up until a width of 1250mm and the StealthPivot XL hinges for doors with a width up until 2250mm. 
A final solution for the way a door opens offered by Anyway Doors is the sliding door. In this case, an aluminium 
rail is installed so that the door can slide open.  

Anyway Doors has a wide offering of handles, locks and other options that can be selected. All these different 
customization options, result in more than 31,000 different door configurations that can be created. Anyway 
Doors strives to offer these customized solutions with a high quality, which translates into prices for a door 
ranging from €1,295 to €5,6953. 

As mentioned, Anyway Doors also offers tailor-made dress walls. The custom-made dress walls are the smaller 
part of Anyway Doors’ revenue stream. For these dress walls, a customer also has the possibility to choose a 
dress wall which in conformity with the customer’s specific desires and requirements. Anyway Doors can make 
a dress wall in any space, with or without walls. They are always made of modular parts and are easily 
expandable if the customers like to. 

1.3 Problem statement 
Today, purchasing decisions are made with an experience-based gut feeling. Moreover, there is limited attention 
to inventory, and situations are handled in a reactive rather than a proactive manner. As the main source for the 
purchasing decisions is driven by a gut feeling, there is little to no transparency regarding what is considered 
when ordering materials. Recently, the current ordering approach has proven to be more and more challenging. 
The lack of a clear set of standardized guidelines and rules for transparent inventory management, is creating 
unfavourable situations in the organisations. For example, Anyway Doors owns an inventory of aluminium 

 
2 As of the beginning of the year, only four dress walls were produced.  
3 All doors are always custom-made. Therefore, these are indicative prices, not fixed prices, based on a specific 
choice of size, finishing and accessories. Source of this was the indicative pricing document of 1/05/2022.  
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profiles large enough to last until 2023. For some aluminium profiles there is even enough inventory to cover 
production until 2024 or 2035. Another example relates to HPL, for which recently some inventory shortages 
occurred for not frequently used colours. These situations arise by lacking a reliable inventory management 
system. Three underlying reasons why there is currently no inventory control management will be discussed 
next.  

The ERP system used by Anyway Doors, SDP, does not function as a single information and communication 
source. The objective of an ERP system is to support an organisation and its processes. However, SDP does not 
fulfil this role, especially in terms of inventory management support, as inventory levels are unreliable. Returns 
of low-quality items to the supplier are solely registered in SDP for accounting purposes.  No stock adjustments 
are performed to subtract these items from the available inventory, for example, the 5%4 returns of HPL to 
Resopal GmbH. Moreover, the used materials for the repairment of previously sold doors are not registered in 
SDP. Not considering returns, in terms of low-quality materials or repairments create a distorted view in 
inventory levels. Moreover, once a week, procurement manually enters a command ‘production OK’ in SDP for 
the produced doors of the previous week. This command that triggers the registration of theoretical material 
usage of the produced door. As the inventory levels in SDP are only updated weekly, the inventory levels are not 
accurate on a daily basis. In addition, the command ‘production OK’ only triggers a theoretical instead of actual 
usage of materials. Therefore, the effectively used number of materials is not considered, creating an incorrect 
inventory level. All these inaccuracies result in an unreliable information source for inventory management.  

Anyway Doors faces great organisational complexity, both internally and externally. It is an organisation with a 
very complex process flow, many paper files and manual actions. Several printed files contain similar 
information, yet have a different name, and change hands all the time. The process flow is so complex that even 
employees have a hard time explaining the process. Anyway Doors’ business model causes additional 
complexity. The make-to-measure model allows for a total of around 31,000 different unique door combinations 
that can be created. For all these combinations, approximately 700 different components are needed, creating 
a complex inventory situation. In addition, there is no clear trend in the sales data, nor a demand forecast. 
Therefore, procurement is not aware of demand in the coming months. Consequently, it is challenging to 
estimate the components available in the production facility. Along these internal bottlenecks, there are external 
factors that complicate the ordering process. The global supply chain disruption due to geopolitical tensions, the 
COVID-19 pandemic, and the global shortage of raw materials (e.g. aluminium, bauxite, etc.), among others, 
generate a high level of uncertainty in the production process. These external events increase the complexity of 
inventory management due to the long and varying lead times, and scarcity of some raw materials. 

Today, information regarding procurement is decentralized. Instead, all information used for the ordering 
decisions is inherent to two employees in procurement. Consequently, there is little to no transparency 
regarding incoming orders, expected delivery dates, the order sizes, supplier issues or other information that 
has a companywide impact. Moreover, each department performs its tasks, with no clear information sources 
that can be consulted if questions arise related to other departments.   

The main reasons why Anyway Doors lacks an inventory system today is due to unreliable stock levels, great 
organisational complexity, and decentralized purchasing information. These factors are closely linked and 
reinforce one another. The organisational complexity in Anyway Doors’ processes, contributes to unreliable 
inventory levels, as many manual steps are needed for inventory adjustments in SDP. Next, inaccurate stock 
levels in SDP makes it for procurement impossible to use the information in SDP for ordering decisions. Instead, 
throughout the years, a separate decision model is developed to decide, how much to order, resulting in more 
and more information being captured by individuals. These elements strengthen the organisational complexity. 
The large amount of stock units at Anyway Doors and the product knowledge reinforces information being 
decentralized, as it is very hard to capture this in an ERP system. Especially, if the ERP system is inaccurate for 
purchasing decisions. 

 

 
4 Percentage is based on a gut feeling from the purchasing manager. Currently, no accurate data regarding the 
HPL returns is tracked. 
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1.4 Scope and relevance   
It is clear from Section 1.3 that multiple aspects affect the ability to create a correctly functioning inventory 
management system for all SKUs available at Anyway Doors. To make sure this study can be conducted in the 
pre-determined timeframe, the scope of this project is limited to developing an inventory management system 
for one group of SKUs, high-pressure laminates.  

1.4.1 HPL  

HPL or high-pressure laminate is an important raw material for Anyway Doors’ filled doors. These high-pressure 
laminates consist of several layers of paper, which are pressed under the influence of high pressure and high 
temperature into a decorative laminate. Anyway Doors’ supplier of HPL is Resopal GmbH, a German producer 
with whom Anyway Doors partners up for many years.  

All filled doors are finished with a high-quality HPL on both sides of the door. The HPLs delivered to Anyway 
Doors have an additional requirement, namely, they have a decorative coating on both sides of the plate. This 
additionality ensures that the HPL can still be used if one side of the plate contains small marks or scratches. 
These irregularities, caused during the production process or transportation, makes the laminate no longer 
usable for production. Therefore, if the plate has a two-sided finish there is a higher probability that it can be 
used by Anyway Doors to produce a filled door. Despite the two-sided finishing, 5%5 of the HPLs are yearly 
returned to Resopal because of these imperfections.  

Anyway Doors offers three categories of filled door colours: unimassiv, woodmassiv and specialdecor. The 
Unimassiv category consists out of the more common and plain colours including the various shades of white, 
grey, and black. Woodmassiv consist out of all the available woodprint types in the assortment of Anyway Doors 
and the specialdecor includes the different types of marble and a special coated black colour. Today, Anyway 
Doors offers around 35 colours in their assortment, the most common colours are shown in Appendix 3. 
However, customers can order any colour outside Anyway Doors’ collection, but within the product range of 
Resopal. These specific orders involve additional considerations for the customer, including longer delivery times 
and a minimum order quantity of four. The complete order of four plates is charged in its entirety to the 
customer. During the period April ’21 and March ’22, only 32 colours outside Anyway Doors assortment were 
used in production. This translates into 0.63% of the HPL plates used in production being outside of Anyway 
Doors’ assortment.  

 
5 Percentage based on a gut feeling from the purchasing manager, no accurate data regarding the HPL returns 
is tracked. 

Figure 2: Underlying reasons of having no inventory management 
system  
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As different sizes of doors can be produced, Anyway Doors orders the HPL in two different base measurements: 
the 2180 and 3050 HPL plates. The measures correspond to a length of 2.18m and 3.05m, respectively and a 
width of 0.915m and 1.24m, respectively. As not every colour in Anyway Doors’ assortment is ordered equally 
frequent, the company makes a distinction between fast and slow movers. On the one hand, the fast movers 
include the more common shades, like the white and black colours as these are more popular among the 
customers. On the other hand, the more unusual colours are less often ordered and are therefore considered 
slow movers.  

In 2019, Anyway Doors bought two Hänel Lean-Lifts, from DDD Technics BVBA. The main reason for this purchase 
is to optimize their inventory storage. Today, the lifts serve as the main storage area for HPL. At the central area 
of the lift, there is a computerized possession unit, that transports and automatically assigns the HPLs to the 
correct storage shelves, which are in front and behind this possession unit. The advantages of the Lean-Lift go 
beyond offering an inventory system that saves working time. The Hänel Lean-Lifts also offer compact height 
optimized storage. A picture of the two Lean-Lifts can be found in Appendix 4.  

1.4.2 Relevance HPL  

In 2021, the production of filled doors accounted for 41.6% of the total production. As HPL is one of the key raw 
materials for filled doors, the component is of great importance in the manufacturing process. Additional 
analysis shows that HPL has an annual usage value, between June ’21 until May ’22, of €373,416 and an inventory 
value of €72,102 on May 2022. The relatively high usage value, due to the high level of usage and its high price 
indicates the importance of HPL to Anyway Doors. 

Moreover, due to the many manual intermediate steps in the purchasing process of HPL, recently some errors 
occurred in the management of these laminates. Especially for the slow movers, the inventory management and 
ordering process can be challenging, as these HPLs are less often ordered and thus less stock is available. A delay 
in delivery, an incorrect order, an inaccurate shipment or too many imperfections in the HPLs can cause 
production and placement of the door to be postponed, and consequently negatively affect customer 
satisfaction. Good inventory management is key to offering high-quality customer service. Furthermore, it is 
noticeable that the production of HPL is less affected by macro-economic effects, in comparison to aluminium. 
Aluminium is heavily influenced by these effects, including spikes in aluminium prices and large shortages. In 
general, it is very difficult to include these macro-economic factors and their effects into an inventory 
management system. Therefore, it is justified to focus on a case study for HPL inventory management. 

1.5 Current situation  
In this section, the current situation regarding production and purchasing at Anyway Doors is discussed. A more 
general overview of the organisational process is given in Section 1.5.1. This entails all processes from start to 
finish. Starting from the moment a client walks through the door to the installation at the customer’s home. In 
addition, in Section 1.5.2, the different purchasing processes, that are currently in place at Anyway Doors, are 
discussed.  
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1.5.1 Current organisational process  

In this section, the organisational process of Anyway Doors will be discussed. The process starts with a trigger 
by the sales team receiving a signed tender from a customer and ends with the instalment of the doors at the 
customer’s premises. A visualization of the organisational flow can be found below in Figure 3. 

1.5.1.1 Sales  

As Anyway Doors is a customer-oriented business, the entire organisational process starts with customers 
visiting the company’s showroom, using the online configurator or customers visiting Anyway Doors’ dealers. 
After a visit in the showroom of Anyway Doors, at a dealer of Anyway Doors or by using the online door 
configurator, interested customers receive a 30-day valid tender. Once Anyway Doors has received a signed 
tender, an advance invoice is sent, and a measuring appointment is scheduled. At the measuring appointment 
the dimensions of each door opening are registered at the customer’s home obtaining all necessary information 
to produce the doors properly. After measuring, the information is verified by the sales team and entered in 
SDP. Each customer receives a designated number for which a production file is created after measurement.  

1.5.1.2 Calculation and planning  

As soon as the measurements for the door are confirmed, the specific measurements are calculated for each 
customer file. In this stage, technical requirements for production will be checked, feasibility will be verified, and 
the required materials will be calculated. Based on the outcome of the calculation, production files are made. 
These production files are then passed on to the planning responsible, who schedules it in the production 
planning four weeks ahead of production. Currently, the planning is done manually by experience. Adjustments 
to the planning take place only when a delayed delivery is notified, and therefore production is unable to start 
on the scheduled date. When customers orders are planned, the production files again switch hands, this time 
to procurement who makes sure that the correct materials are ordered. Purchasing, thus only happens after 
production is planned. Afterwards, the production files are returned to the planning responsible who delivers 
them to the production employees.  

1.5.1.3 Warehouse 

The responsible for warehouse management verifies the incoming raw materials that are ordered by 
procurement and registers these in SDP, excluding the glass deliveries. This shipment is delivered directly at the 
glass department preventing damage to the glass and allows for immediate storage. All the smaller materials, 
including screws, are stored in the small warehouse, while other materials are placed on their corresponding 
foreseen spots in the warehouse. Incoming deliveries of HPLs are placed in front of the Lean-lift for a first control.   

1.5.1.4 Production  

The production operates according to a predetermined schedule prepared by the planning department. The 
warehouse is divided in 11 different zones, including among others the aluminium sawing zone and the glass 
assembly zone. A floor plan of the production facility and the various production zones can be found in Appendix 
5.  A clear flow has been created throughout the warehouse to produce the doors efficiently without excessive 

Figure 3: Organizational flow of Anyway Doors  
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transportation. There are two main flows in the production facility, one for each main door category: glass and 
filled doors. A visualisation of the production flows can be found in Appendix 6.  

The process for filled doors starts with the preparation of the base frames made from anodised aluminium. All 
the aluminium base frames are delivered by Wuyts who extrudes, assembles, stores, and delivers them. 
However, all the other aluminium frames are sawed, milled, and assembles to the specific requirements by 
Anyway Doors. Simultaneously, HPL is milled according to the specific requirements of a customer order. Both 
the aluminium base frames and the HPLs are glued together with isolation, forming the door base. In the 
meantime, all finishing’s such as hinges, handles or locks are assembled and installed on the door base. Finally, 
the door is wrapped in protective material to prevent damage. In many cases, the installation of a door requires 
a door frame, which is also made from anodised aluminium. Theses door frames undergo the same 
manufacturing process as the base frames.  

The production of glass doors happens in a different manner. The manufacturing process starts after the delivery 
of glass sheets by Heylen-Geerts. As Heylen-Geerts produces the sheets in the specific measurements needed, 
no further operations are conducted at Anyway Doors. Doors with a steel look, require an aluminium frame that 
is sawed, milled, and assembled. Doors without a steel look can relatively quickly proceed through the 
manufacturing process as only the finishing’s needs to be assembled.  

Like filled doors, a lot of different finishing’s (handles, locks, …) can be chosen. These finishing’s are first prepared 
and then installed on the doors, after which the glass doors are wrapped in protective materials. For glass doors, 
doorframes are in many cases also required. These are made the same way for glass doors as for filled doors, by 
sawing and milling aluminium profiles and then assembling the frame. Finally, the finished door and the door 
frames are installed at the customer’s home.  

Once a week, procurement receives a pile of completed customer files, and thus produced doors. The 
completion of production is manually entered in SDP. This finalizes the production process. 

1.5.2 Current purchasing processes 

Currently, Anyway Doors has no clear, established process indicating what to order, when to order and how 
much to order. Depending on the type of item that is needed, a different method is used to make these decisions. 
However, it is remarkable that, regardless of what item is ordered, the decisions are made with an experience-
based gut feeling. The five main groups discussed are HPLs, glass, aluminium, small items, and other items. A 
visual representation of the purchasing processes can be found in Figure 4. 

1.5.2.1 HPL 

As soon as the specific measurements are calculated, SDP generates an overview of the required HPLs for each 
customer file. First, these overviews are collected by procurement once a week and manually entered in a 
separate excel file. Each individual customer file number is inserted next to the specific type of HPL needed for 
that order, including the required amount. If the same customer orders different HPL types, the customer 
number occurs multiple times in this overview. Secondly, once a week, the current stock level of each HPL type 
is determined by the data available in the excel file. Every week, the production employee responsible for HPL 
indicates which doors are produced and passes this document on to procurement. By subtracting the number 
of produced and damaged HPLs from the number of deliveries, the current stock level is calculated. Lastly, the 
customer orders and experience-based gut feeling are the determining factor for procurement on when and 
how much to order. When HPL is ordered, it appears in another column in the excel and once it is delivered the 
cell receives a colour.  

1.5.2.2 Glass  

The ordering of glass sheets happens in a different manner than all the other components. Glass is ordered at 
their supplier, Heylen-Geerts, in the custom dimensions needed. Therefore, the ordering of glass happens based 
on the scheduled production moment of the customer order. It is challenging to make an inventory management 
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system or accurate forecasting for glass sheets as these are all custom-made delivered by Heylen-Geerts. At 
Anyway Doors, no additional procedures are carried out on the glass sheets.  

1.5.2.3 Aluminium 

The ordering of aluminium follows a different process than HPL and glass. Aluminium stock levels, available in 
SDP, are consulted and compared to forecasts to see if additional ordering is required. In addition to these stock 
levels, aluminium is physically counted once a month. The stock levels available in the ERP system are updated 
accordingly.  

1.5.2.4 Small materials 

Smaller materials such as screws, bolts or tape used in the production facility are ordered according to signals 
from production personnel. In the production facility, a small booklet is present in which production workers 
note the materials with a low stock level. The booklet is shown in Appendix 7. Every Tuesday the same 
production worker passes each production department to make sure all components required for ordering are 
mentioned in the booklet. The origin of the booklet system lies in the fact that production staff has a better idea 
of the inventory levels.  

In addition to the booklet, production workers regularly walk into the front offices to signal which items are 
running low on stock. In that case, they write it down in the booklet, on a post-it or simply indicate face-to-face 
what is needed. Procurement uses both input from the booklet and the personal interactions to order the items. 

1.5.2.5 Other materials 

Other materials, including among others PVC, rubber, and pivot components follow a slightly different process 
in terms of when to order and how much to order. Data from SDP regarding monthly usage of a component and 
their stock levels serve as the source of information for the placement of orders. The procurement department 
determines, based on his experienced gut feeling and the monthly usage rate, if an order needs to be placed 
and if it is the case, they also decide on the size of the order 
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Figure 4: Purchasing processes of Anyway Doors 
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2 Research methodology 
This part of the report discusses the methodology that is used to develop the inventory management and control 
system for the HPL material group of Anyway Doors. First, a summary of the methodology and its rationale is 
provided. Second, a literature review is performed, after which it will be explained how the theoretical concepts 
can be applied to Anyway Doors.   

2.1 Methodology summary 
The objective of this project involves building an inventory management system for the HPL material group at 
Anyway Doors. As shown in the methodology roadmap in Figure 5, the process of building an inventory model 
includes several steps. A more detailed explanation of each step is provided in the forthcoming sections.  

 

The first step in the methodology section includes extensive research, reading, analysing, and evaluating 
literature, to gain insights in the fundamentals of inventory management systems. As Anyway Doors operates in 
a make-to-order environment, research is conducted to identify common practices in managing large amounts 
of inventory components. Moreover, the study of required parameters, including economic order quantity, 
safety stock, review period, order-up-to level, and reorder point, is performed. The literature research provides 
the adequate foundation to develop an inventory management model specific for Anyway Doors requirements.   

The second step entails data collection. To gather the required data, a combination of quantitative and 
qualitative data is used. The information source for quantitative data is SDP, while the qualitative data is 
collected by conducting interviews with front office employees, production employees and management. The 
qualitative method is an essential part of the data collection process as not all the needed quantitative data is 
available in the ERP system.  

Once the required data is collected, the development of the inventory management system begins. To add some 
structure within the complexity of Anyway Doors’ inventory, the HPLs are divided into subgroups based on 
similarities. This classification happens on two levels, the ABC and XYZ analyses, representing the annual usage 
value and the variability in demand, respectively. The combination of the ABC and XYZ classification results in 
nine subgroups. Depending on the allocation of the HPL to a subgroup, a different inventory policy is chosen.  

Considering the environment in which Anyway Doors operates, the required parameters for each inventory 
policy are computed. An important element in managing inventory is the order quantity. Although the economic 
order quantity concept is widely described in the literature and often used in practice, the EOQ is an inaccurate 
concept for Anyway Doors. The values needed concerning holding costs and ordering costs are difficult to 
estimate. Depending on the inventory policy, other methods are used to determine order quantities for each 
HPL. For example, minimum order quantity, demand rate during the lead time and the inventory position at the 
time of the order decision.  

The review period or time between two order decisions, is another important parameter that is determined. As 
the current way of tracking inventory does not allow for continuous systems to be set up, a periodic inventory 

Figure 5: Methodology roadmap 
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system is chosen. At fixed time intervals, inventory levels are reviewed, and order decisions are made. Here, the 
literature suggests a theoretical review period, however for Anyway Doors a review period is chosen based on 
the ease of use and practical considerations. As the current ordering process includes various manual inputs, 
procurement indicated the importance of the practical considerations.  

Depending on the type of uncertainties companies face, various methods exist for calculating safety stock. The 
safety stock covers both customer demand and supplier uncertainty, as both uncertainties are present at 
Anyway Doors. This approach is chosen as the complexity of the make-to-order business of Anyway Doors makes 
it nearly impossible to forecast customer demand. Each order is completely customized, creating large 
uncertainty with regards to demand. In addition, the economic environment of today creates uncertainty in 
supply deliveries. The standard deviation of customer demand and supplier lead time will be used as proxies for 
these uncertainties. 

Depending on the selected inventory policy, additional parameters need to be computed. This can be a reorder 
point or an order-up-to level. Both parameters have the safety stock as a baseline to which the demand during 
the lead time and review period are added. These parameters are calculated as they are necessary to operate 
the inventory systems. For the demand during the lead time and review period, historical data of the previous 
12 months are used since there is no forecast for the future available.  

To improve and to make the model more user friendly, feedback from procurement is incorporated. In addition, 
various possibilities are considered to incorporate or link the model to SDP. Finally, recommendations regarding 
the improvement of inventory management companywide are made.  

2.2 Literature review  
Inventories consist of all items that are held by a company for future use. It entails raw materials, finished goods 
and work in process within a company (Chopra, 2019; Waters, 2003). The specific units in the inventory are 
called stock-keeping units (SKU), where a SKU is defined as a component in stock that is completely specified as 
to functionality, size, and colour. Inventory plays a very important role within the supply chain because of a 
mismatch between supply and demand and dynamic characteristics of the supply chain (Chopra, 2019).  

In almost all cases time passes between the placement of an order, the delivery of the goods and goods being 
able to use for production. Finished goods are often in storage waiting to be sold to a customer. Therefore, 
Inventory functions as a buffer between the various parties in the supply chain. In addition, the time between 
the placement of an order with a supplier and the delivery can be characterized by uncertainty and the time 
finished goods are stored until sale can also be variable because of customer demand uncertainty. The more 
uncertainty in the supply chain, the more inventory is required (Lambrecht, Boute & Vandaele, 2016).  

The amount of inventory a company will hold is a trade-off that needs to be solved. In general, higher levels of 
inventory can improve responsiveness to customer demand of the supply chain, however, this comes with higher 
costs. The opposite also applies, lowering inventory related costs by reducing inventory levels, translates into 
reduced responsiveness of the supply chain (Chopra, 2019). Managing inventory is thus an exercise of balancing 
responsiveness and inventory costs. 

2.2.1 A make-to-order environment  

There are four basic types of business models including make-to-stock (MTS), make-to-order (MTO), assemble-
to-order (ATO), and deliver-from-stock (DFS) (Dijk et al., 2007). In a make-to-stock environment, the company 
matches production with the anticipated demand. It is a typical build-ahead strategy, regardless of the orders 
placed by the client. In a make-to-order environment, products are only produced once the order is received. 
This strategy is often used for high-end goods or items made in individual batches (Soman et al., 2004). The 
assemble-to-order is a typical manufacturing strategy that combines the benefits of both make-to-stock and 
make-to-order. Products are produced from components and subassemblies as soon as the company receives 
an order. Regarding the deliver-from-stock strategy, products are delivered from stock.  

A company’s chosen business model has a major impact on the inventory management systems that will be used 
(van den Berg et al., 2013). Companies with a make-to-order business model allow customers to determine the 
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desired design of the final product based on the available raw materials and components. In this type of 
environment, the customer order starts the entire production process (Rother, 2005). In this business model, 
companies typically have a diversified and customisable product offering, which results in many cases in a 
production environment that is considered undesirable for a continuous production flow (Rother, 2005). In 
addition, given the wide variety of product specifications in an MTO environment customer demand is very 
difficult to predict. For this reason, MTO companies typically do not have any inventory of finished goods 
(Persona, Regattieri & Romano, 2004). Consequently, there will be inventory primarily in the form of raw 
materials.  

2.2.2 Inventory management in customization operations  

As discussed in the previous section, make-to-order manufacturers typically allow for customization. Therefore, 
customer demand is hard to predict. However, the question arises: ‘How do manufacturing companies cope with 
uncertain demand and manage their inventory levels?’  

Just-in-time (JIT) is a widely used concept in the manufacturing industry and developed by the Japanese car 
manufacturer Toyota during the 20th century. The just-in-time principle is a lean management philosophy that 
assumes the delivery of a component just-in-time for production. As inventories are considered wasteful, 
because they generated additional costs in terms of space, risks, and do not create added value (Ramos et al., 
2020), a company should maintain as few inventories as possible. Therefore, JIT inventory management focuses 
on eliminating inventories rather than optimizing them. The idea of JIT is to align supply and production in such 
a way that there is little to no need for inventory in the company. Moreover, just-in-time is a system that 
produces only what is needed, when it is needed, and in the amount needed. The just-in-time inventory control 
system is considered a risky practice, as you only purchase inventory a certain period before it is needed for 
production. However, supplying what is needed according to the production plan, can eliminate waste and 
inconsistencies, resulting in improved productivity. An example from the automotive industry is presented to 
illustrate the difficulties of customization operations. An average car is made of 30,000 parts. Some car 
components are standardized components, present in every car, while other components can be customized. 
For example, customers can decide on the specific colour of their car. For some time, the automotive industry 
strongly supported the just-in-time philosophy and believed in getting all parts delivered at the time they are 
needed. However, recently, automobile manufacturers are partially moving away from the JIT approach for the 
more standardized components. These days, car manufacturers build inventories of key standardized 
components and try to diversify their suppliers for those items. However, the customized components remain 
part of the just-in-time principle (McLain, 2021).  

Converting to JIT means a big change in both the culture of the company as well as the manufacturing operations. 
Most manufacturing businesses are familiar and satisfied with how processes are currently done. In these 
environments, change comes slowly. The combination of inflexibility and misconception of JIT deters many 
managers from using JIT (Harvard, 2014). However, the main difficulty in the JIT approach relates to the supplier. 
Suppliers delivering low quality items or deliver late, results in the shutdown of the whole production line.  

2.2.3 Classification of items 

The customization of products can create complex inventory situations at a company. To handle the complexity 
of inventory management, classification of SKUs is often used to structure inventory items (Mohammaditabar 
et al., 2011). The classification of products and components in different classes is introduced by Vilfredo Pareto, 
who used the 80/20 principle. Pareto’s technique states that 80% of the effect is provided by 20% of the cause. 
As this principle can be applied to many different areas of activity, the 80/20 rule is commonly used to manage 
inventory. There are two classification methods based on the pareto rule that will be discussed next, the ABC 
analysis and the XYZ analysis. These two methods can also be combined to obtain a two-dimension classification 
system.  
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2.2.3.1 ABC Analysis  

The ABC method is used to classify inventory components based on the annual usage value (Silver et al., 2009). 
ABC analysis is a tool that allows for the classification of SKUs while considering both their value and usage. It is 
based on Pareto’s rule, however, instead of using the 80/20 rule solely based on value, the ABC analysis ranks 
SKUs based on their annual usage value in three main categories, category A representing 20 % of the 
components, category B includes 30 % of the items and the remaining 50 % belongs to category C. A visualisation 
of the ABC principles is shown in Figure 6. By multiplying the annual usage, !!, of one component with their unit 
cost, "!, you obtain the annual usage value of each component. This is shown in Equation 1. 
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The ABC classification gives an indication of the importance of SKUs to the company. Moreover, depending on 
their importance determines how close the inventory levels of the SKUs need to be monitored. Close monitoring 
is essential for A items as they account for approximately 80% of the total annual usage value (Pahwa & Trivedi, 
2020). According to the Pareto principle, the A items only represents 20% of the total amount of SKUs. As these 
items carry the most value, because of their high unit price and/or high usage rate, accurate systems are required 
to control them. Category B components account for the second highest annual usage value, more specifically 
15%. These SKUs are of secondary importance in relation to class A. Approximately 30% of all SKUs fall into this 
category. There are relatively numerous remaining SKUs that only make up a minor part of the total usage value. 
Approximately 50% of the components fall into this C category, representing only 5% of the total annual usage 
value. For these SKUs, inventory systems must be kept as simple as possible, which enables supply to be obtained 
with a minimum of administration. However, it is important for this low-value class to have a reliable control 
system to avoid stockouts or large excesses.  

2.2.3.2 XYZ Analysis  

A second classification tool is the XYZ analysis. The XYZ analysis categorizes all the SKUs into three categories, 
namely X, Y and Z while considering the randomness of demand and consequently the randomness of stock 
usage. The parameter used to measure the uncertainty of demand is the coefficient of variation (CV), which uses 
the standard deviation of demand and the average demand as shown in Equation 2 (Dhoka & Choudary, 2013; 
Trubchenko et al., 2020). 
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Concerning the exact classification of the items, numerous literatures use different distinction for the 
determination of the three classes. According to Stevic and Merima (2021), all items with a coefficient of 
variation up to 0.10, are classified as X item. An item with a CV between 0.10 and 0.60 belongs to the Y class and 
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Figure 6: ABC analysis 
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the Z-class includes all items with a CV larger than 0.60. In contrast, Scholz-Reiter et al. (2011) classify all items 
with a coefficient of variation smaller than 0.5 as X-items, while the Y class include items with a CV between 0.5 
and 1. Consequently, the Z-items include items with a coefficient of variation larger than 1.  That the usage 
frequency of the different classes is different, can be seen in Figure 7.  

In general, items present in class X are characterized by a steady usage rate over time. Therefore, future demand 
can be reliably forecasted. Due to low demand volatility, inventory management systems can be fully 
automated. However, X items require close monitoring and tight control (Pahwa et al., 2020). Class Y is defined 
by components that exhibit some fluctuations in usage, and are therefore, more difficult to forecast demand 
accurately. Finally, demand for Z-items can fluctuate heavily or occur occasionally. As no trend or predictable 
causal factors are observable, making accurate and reliable forecast for Z items impossible.  

2.2.3.3 ABC-XYZ Analysis  

Combining both ABC and XYZ analyses gives a system for a two-criterion classification of the SKUs. This combined 
analysis results in 9 different groups, which are a combination of A, B, C, X, Y and Z (Trubchenko et al, 2020). The 
ABC classification indicates the importance of SKUs with respect to their contribution to the turnover of a 
company, while the XYZ gives insight in how well the demand can be forecasted for SKUs (Chichulina & Skryl, 
2018). A graphic overview of the subgroups plotted on the two dimensions can be found in Figure 8. As each 
subgroup has similar characteristics in terms of demand uncertainty and annual usage value, the combination 
of both classification systems allows to indicate inventory control systems and parameters to each subgroup 
that fits best with their characteristics (Bulinski, Waszkiewicz & Buraczewski, 2013; Pandya & Thakkar, 2016).  

SKUs classified as A and B are items that for a company have a lot of value and contribute the most to a 
company’s turnover. Monitoring these items and good inventory management of these is thus necessary. In 
combination with XYZ classification the right way to manage items can be specified. For SKUs that are important 

Figure 7: XYZ components usage over time 

Figure 8: ABC-XYZ analysis subgroups 
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for the company and of which demand is stable, the AX and BX SKUs, availability needs to be guaranteed as 
stockouts need to be avoided. Because of the continuous and stable demand of these SKUs a good demand 
forecast can be made, which is why it is not needed to have a large stock laying around of them. For items for 
which a less precise forecast can be made, a higher inventory buffer is advisable to absorb demand fluctuations. 
This would be the case for AY and BY SKUs. Following the same reasoning, for AZ and BZ SKUs an even higher 
inventory buffer is required as these face even larger fluctuations in demand rate (Chichulina & Skryl, 2018).  

Next to A and B SKUs from the ABC classification there are also C class SKUs. These represent, only a small 
fraction of a company’s annual turnover (5%). Therefore, managing and controlling inventory of these items 
should not be the main priority of a company, and time spend doing this should be minimal. The three C groups 
can be treated a different way based on the XYZ classification. First, CX is a group of SKUs that could use an 
automized order system with constant review periods, for which every review period an order is placed as they 
have a stable demand rate. Second, CY are SKUS that have a less stable demand rate, therefore a system with 
constant order volume could be used, at the same time these SKUs should also have a high enough inventory 
buffer to cover the unstable demand rate. Finally, CZ is defined as the SKUs related to new products, products 
of spontaneous demand, special products, etc. (Chichulina & Skryl, 2018).  

2.2.4 Inventory management systems 

Inventory management focuses on the management and control of inventory levels of stock items (van den 
Bergh et al., 2013). In addition, an inventory management system is a policy that discloses when and how much 
to order. In general, it is a set of guidelines and procedures that cover different situations of inventory levels and 
how to handle them (Tersine, 1975).  

There are many different types of inventory management policies. In the literature, two main categories of 
inventory management systems exist.  In particular, a continuous review system and a periodic review system.  

Under a continuous or perpetual system, inventory is continuously tracked. Each time a SKU is used and moved 
out of the stock, adjustments in inventory levels are registered immediately. In these types of systems, inventory 
levels are continuously traced and compared to a reorder point. If inventory levels drop below the reorder point, 
an order can be automatically placed with the supplier to replenish inventory levels by a fixed quantity. Standard 
continuous inventory review policies are characterized by a variable review period and fixed order quantities.  

Unlike the continuous policies, under a periodic review system inventory levels are reviewed on a fixed time 
interval. In a periodic system, inventory levels are not reviewed every time an SKU is moved out of stock. Instead, 
a stock count is performed at the start of every review period, and inventory levels are replenished to a 
threshold, if necessary. Standard periodic inventory review policies are characterized by a fixed review period 
and a variable order quantity. As it is likely that for many items the stock level will be different each review 
period, the variable order quantity reflects the variability in demand (Chopra, 2019; Tersine, 1975).  

In this study no further distinction in inventory systems is made, and the emphasis is placed on periodic review 
systems. For Anyway Doors, periodic review systems are the most suitable as inventory levels are not 
continuously updated in their ERP system.  In the following section, two different periodic systems will be 
discussed in detail.  

2.2.4.1 Periodic review inventory systems 

Standard periodic review system 

In a standard periodic review system, an order is placed at the start of each review period. In the beginning of 
the review period (R), the current inventory levels (IR) are verified, and an order is placed that replenishes 
inventory levels to the order-up-to level (S). The order-up-to level is predetermined for each item and represents 
the target inventory level after replenishment. Thus, at the start of every review period an order is placed for 
the amount that equals to the difference between the order-up-to level and the inventory position at the 
beginning of the review period. The order quantity placed at time 8 can be written as in Equation 3. 
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9& = : − <& 
 
Where <& represents the summation of physical inventory and pending orders. The order-up-to level (:) is the 
present stock (<&) and incoming stock (9&). 
 
Below, Figure 9 illustrates the mechanics of the standard review policy system by means of inventory levels, with 
and without pending orders, for a review period (8) and order-up-to level (:). The demand rate is uncertain and 
varies each review period. 
 
As an order is placed at the start of every review period, the order size equals to the demand rate of the review 
period that has passed. Due to the demand rate variability, the amount ordered differs each review period. The 
inventory levels include the actual physical inventory present to which the amount that has been ordered but 
not yet delivered is added (Tersine, 1975; Chopra, 2019; Lambrecht et al., 2016). 

Optional replenishment system 

An optional replenishment system is a variation of the standard periodic review system. This system functions 
as a standard periodic review system as inventory levels (IR) are reviewed in fixed time intervals (R), however, 
an order is only placed when inventory levels have reached a specified reorder point (=). Therefore, it is not 
necessarily the case that an order is placed in each review period. Once inventory levels reach the reorder point, 
an order is placed at the start of the next review period which replenishes the inventory level with the minimum 
order quantity (MOQ). In a periodic review system, it is possible that an order cannot immediately be placed 
when the reorder point is reached because orders are only placed on fixed time intervals. Therefore, if the 
inventory level falls below the reorder point, the difference between the reorder point and inventory position 
at the beginning of the review period needs to be considered. If the inventory position is lower than the reorder 
point, this difference between the inventory position at time 8 and the reorder point, is what is in the literature 
referred to as the undershoot (>&) (Tersine, 1975; Waters, 2003; Lambrecht et al., 2016). This inventory system 
can mathematically be written as Equation 4 below.  

 

 

Figure 9: Standard period review system 

(3) 
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1)	<-	<& > =, 0ℎ*$	$,	,5D*5	1(	"&%.*D	%0	01/*	8    
   
2)	<-	<& = =, 0ℎ*$	"&%.*	,5D*5	,-	(1F*	9&	%0	01/*	8 
					Gℎ*5*	9& = HI9	
 
3)	<-	<& < =, 0ℎ*$	"&%.*	,5D*5	,-	(1F*	9&	%0	01/*	8 
					Gℎ*5*	9& = HI9 + >&  
 

Where <& represents the summation of physical inventory and pending orders. After the placement of an order, 
<& 	> =. 
 
In Figure 10 the optional replenishment periodic review system is illustrated. At the start of R1 the inventory 
levels are not below the reorder point, so no order is placed. At the start of R2, the inventory level falls below 
the reorder point. Therefore, an order is placed that encompasses the minimum order quantity and the 
undershoot. In the following review periods, the same rationale is applied. 
 

 
In the literature, this system is often referred to as the minimum-maximum policy. The reorder point reflects 
the minimum level, = , and the maximum inventory level equals to the order point to which the minimum order 
quantity is added, = +HI9 (Lambrecht et al., 2016). As the optional replenishment system uses both a fixed 
review period, a periodic characteristic, and a fixed reorder point, a continuous characteristic, literature often 
describes the optional replenishment system as a hybrid model in the continuous and periodic categorization 
(Tersine, 1975; Waters, 2003).  
The characteristics of the two periodic review system are summarized in Table 1 below. 
 

Figure 10: Optional replenishment periodic review system 

Sources: Chopra (2019), Tersine (1975), Waters (2003) 

Standard periodic system Optional replenishment system
Review period Fixed Fixed

Time between replenishments Fixed Variable
Reorder point Variable Fixed
Order quantity Variable Variable

Table 1: Characteristics periodic review system 

(4) 
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2.2.5 Forecasting  

Accurate demand forecasting is becoming an essential analysis for many companies. The analysis of complex 
patterns over time enables a company to make more informed ordering decisions and improve inventory 
management. To calculate the parameters of the inventory policies, an accurate demand forecast is needed. 
The better the forecast, the less safety stock is required (Gonçalves et al., 2021).  
 
The theory of forecasting is based on the premise that current and past knowledge can be used to make 
predictions about the future. Various reasons make forecasting an important factor in inventory management. 
The first reason would be to get more detailed information about customers and their preferences. This allows 
the company to generate models of customer behaviour that can be used for purposes including marketing, 
sales, etc. Moreover, accurate historical demand information allows for the possibility to analyse potential 
trends and adapt the company to these trends. Finally, information of the past usage of components could help 
the company optimizing inventory levels. Forecasting methods are thus very valuable for decision-making 
purposes because these methods partially reduce the uncertainty and risk (Petropoulos et al., 2022). 

There are a multitude of different types of forecasting methods, as a consequence, the company thus must 
choose a method that suits its needs. A forecasting model depends on many factors such as availability, accuracy 
and relevance of historical data, type of product, variability of demand, accuracy needed, time covered in the 
future, expected benefits and amount of money and time available to spend on the forecasts (Waters, 2003).  

A first subdivision in forecasting methods can be made based on the length of the forecasting period. The 
company has the option to forecast short-term (a few weeks), medium-term (three months to a year) or long-
term (more than a year). This will have an impact on which forecasting method is chosen. A long-term forecast 
should be considered for strategic decisions, whilst a medium-term forecast is related to tactical decisions and 
a short-term to operational decisions (Waters, 2003).  

A second subdivision can be made based on the availability of historical data. When the company lacks 
information on a product, the company can opt for a qualitative or judgmental forecast. In this case, the base of 
the forecast will be subjective views and opinions. In other cases, where historical data is available there are two 
methods that can be used: a projective and a causal method. Projective methods are based on the pattern of 
past demand and project this into the future, whilst causal methods look at the factors, such as price, that affect 
the demand (Waters, 2003). In any case, even with the best forecasting model, some uncertainty remains, which 
lead to the key law of forecasting: “Forecasts are always wrong” (Hopp and Spearman, 2007).  

2.2.6 Parameter selection  

In this section, the theoretical background of the required parameters of the policies described in Section 2.2.4.1 
are explained. This includes order quantity, review period, safety stock, reorder point and order-up-to level. 

2.2.6.1 Order quantity  

Ford Withman Harris introduced the Economic Order Quantity, commonly known as EOQ. According to Costanza 
(1995), the use of optimization techniques in the management of supply-demand networks began with the EOQ 
approach. The EOQ, which provides us with optimal order sizes, assumes constant demands in the infinite 
planning horizon.  

The aim of the economic order quantity is to determine the optimal order quantity for each SKU while minimizing 
total variable inventory costs, including ordering, and holding costs, such that demand is met (Waters, 2003). 
Equation 5 represents the optimal economic order quantity, where D is the annual demand, S the order cost per 
lot, the annual holding cost rate, h, and C the unit cost per SKU.  

I"01/%&	,5D*5	(1F* = 9∗ =	M
2 ⋅ : ⋅ 7
ℎ4  

The result of the optimal order quantity is in most of the cases a decimal number. As simply rounding up or down 
the optimal order quantity to the nearest integer, would not always give the correct optimal order size, the 

(5) 

(6) 
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model incorporates a procedure for checking whether it is better to round up or down discrete order quantities 
(Waters, 2003). Suppose the optimal order size  9∗, lies between the two integers 9( − 1	and 9(. The 
multiplication of the two integers is compared to the square of the optimal order size as shown in Equation 6. If 
the multiplication is greater than the square of Q*, the smallest of the two integers is the optimal order size. In 
the opposite scenario, the optimal order size is defined by the largest integer.  

9( ∙ (9( − 1) 	≪ 	9∗) , order 9(  
9( ∙ (9( − 1) 	> 	9∗), order 9( − 1 

The other factors determining the optimal order quantity, being ordering costs, and holding costs, require a little 
more attention. 

Ordering costs 

Ordering costs are all expenses related to placing an order of goods. As shown in Figure 11, the ordering cost 
consist of administration, transportation, and inspection costs.  
 

 
For example, the salary of a purchasing manager is included in the calculation of the ordering costs. However, 
usually the responsible for placing the orders performs several tasks, which makes determining these costs 
relatively difficult. Equation 7 is used to determine the cost of administration, this is calculated by multiplying 
the hours invested in passing orders to suppliers,	0, and the hourly charge of the purchasing employee,	Q.  
 

4,(0	,-	#D/1$1(05%01,$ = 0 ∙ 	Q 
 
To minimize ordering cost, it is beneficial for companies to place one larger order, instead of multiple smaller 
ones (Davis, 2013). Ordering costs are related to the number of suppliers with whom the company cooperates. 
From a financial point of view, it is in the company’s interest to place an order with one supplier who delivers 
multiple components, rather than to partner with multiple suppliers and placing several orders.  

Holding costs  

As shown in Figure 12, the holding cost, or the cost of carrying items in inventory, traditionally consist out of 
four factors, the cost of capital, storage, inventory risks and servicing inventory. As the holding costs are directly 
related to the value and the quantities of the stored product, the greater the value or volume, the higher the 
holding cost. From a financial point of view, companies trying to minimize holding costs have an interest in 
keeping product quantities low and try to minimize high-value items in its inventories (Davis, 2013).  

(7) 
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Source: Shenoy and Rosas, 2018 
 
Figure 11: Overview ordering costs 
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Unfortunately, the exact annual holding costs (h) for each SKU are typically unknow. Therefore, it is advisable to 
take a percentage of the purchase price to have a good indication of inventory holding costs. The most used 
convention for calculating the holding cost per year can be found in Equation 8. Where ℎ represents the annual 
holding cost rate and 4 the unit cost of the inventory item. 
 

R,&D1$)	.,(0	"*5	S*%5 = 	ℎ ∙ 4               

 

Recent literature suggests that the value of inventory holding costs ranges between 12 – 50% of the unit cost of 
an item. According to Waters (2003, p. 59) the typical inventory holding cost lies around 20% of the item cost 
per year. Similar considerations led Braglia and Zavanella (2010), and Aljazzar and Gurtu (2019) to argue that the 
average inventory holding costs lies in the range of 16% to 20% per year. Odedairo et al. (2020) provide evidence 
that the value of inventory holding cost obtained from the model and simulations analysis ranges between 
22.58% - 25.39% of the item held in stock.  

2.2.6.2 Review period  

The question of when an order should be placed is determined by the sales during a certain period and the lead 
time of the needed components. The review period can be viewed in terms of continuous review periods and 
periodic review periods. Inventory position can be monitored continuously, where as soon as the inventory 
position is sufficiently low, an order is triggered. This is referred to as a continuous review system. In a 
continuous review system, the inventory position should be sufficient to cover for demand variations during the 
lead time. When inventory positions are only considered at a certain point in time, this is referred to as periodic 
review system. In this case, when an order is placed, the inventory position must be sufficient to cover the 
uncertain times of the constant review period, 8, and lead time, TU.  
According to Sezen (2006), the selection of the length of a review period is strongly related with the nature of 
the demand of a product. Specifically, the average and variance of demand are two major factors for choosing 
the right duration for a review period. Therefore, the classification of inventory products in terms of the mean 
and standard deviations of their past demand can be a practical method for stock control. Based on this 
classification, products having low fluctuating require less frequent reviews, and for high fluctuating products, 
relatively shorter review periods are preferred to avoid long-lasting stock-outs. Furthermore, for products with 
high average demand, the average inventory levels increase and total lost sales increase strongly and non-
linearly as the review period lengthens. As inventory can be seen as locked capital, lengthy review periods should 
be avoided if the high demand component has a high holding cost. In contrast, longer review periods lead to a 
more linear and less accelerated change in inventory levels for products with low average demand. A longer 
review period for low average demand products is therefore less risky.  

Figure 12: Overview holding cost 

(8) 
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The optimal review period can be calculated by using Equation 9, where 8∗ is the review period, 9∗ the optimal 
order quantity and 7 the annual demand (Axsäter, 2015).  

8∗ =
9∗

7  

2.2.6.3 Safety stock  

Companies are confronted with unpredicted and unforeseen events. Uncertainty in demand for new products 
or the emergence of new trends impact the decisions that companies make. At the same time, companies are 
faced with uncertainty in supply, driven by wildly changing commodity prices, increasing competition for raw 
materials, and a striking increase in weather-related disruptions makes supply chain management more 
challenging than ever. The objective of having a safety stock is to cover fluctuations in all these different events. 
Regardless of whether those occurrences are poor supplier performance, unpredictable demand increases or 
force majeure.  

As stated by Silver et al. (2009), safety stock is defined as the average amount of inventory kept on hand to allow 
for short-term uncertainty in demand and variability in supply. This means, the objective of having a safety stock 
is to mitigate the impact of these variabilities while providing high service levels to customers. However, safety 
stock determinations are not intended to eliminate all stockouts, just most of them (King, 2011). While expecting 
a higher service level for one SKU would result in fewer stockouts, it requires significantly more safety stock. 
Therefore, it is important for companies to balance between costs related to inventory and cycle service level.  

Below some more attention will go to the different factors by which safety stock is affected and how literature 
suggests it is calculated.  

Demand variability 

The dynamics of the marketplace are constantly evolving, and consumer preferences are rapidly changing to 
more and more personalized products. Keeping up with these shifting customer demands causes significant 
complexity for companies. Becoming a responsive organisation is the challenge most organisations face.  
According to Hopp and Spearman (2007), one of the most important sources of demand variability is the scale 
of the product offering. The greater the product variety, the higher the demand variability. Therefore, demand 
flexibility requires supply flexibility (Merwe, 2005). For companies with a greater product variety, it is crucial to 
have flexible suppliers and manufacturers that possess capabilities to vary the rate of delivery and production, 
respectively, to meet the current demand rate. Lee et al. (1997) discusses the bullwhip effect, a problem 
frequently encountered in supply chains, where demand variability increases as one moves up the supply chain. 
Generally, the bullwhip effect is an important aspect of demand variability within a supply chain. Depending on 
the company’s position in the supply chain, the variability of demand can have considerable impact on 
production levels.  

Cycle service level  

The cycle service level is a customer service measure that indicates the percentage of replenishment cycles that 
will be completed without a stockout. It is the probability of having enough stock to meet demand (King, 2011). 
Thus, if the cycle service level for a product is 90%, there is a 90% change that enough stock will be available for 
the demand of the product. This customer service measure is, therefore, an important driver in inventory 
systems. To obtain the most accurate safety stock for each SKU, a correct rationale is needed. In Equation 10, a 
frequently used method for calculating the optimal cycle service level is shown. The formula includes average 
demand, D, holding rate, h, unit price for a specific SKU, C, and 4* the cost of understocking (Chopra, 2019). 

 

4:T∗ = 1 −	
ℎ49
74*

 

As it is difficult to estimate the cost of understocking, it is often the case that the company assigns a cycle service 
level to components based on profit margin, strategic importance, or contribution of sales. Therefore, 

(9) 

(10) 
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components with a greater value for the company will have more safety stock. The more valuable the HPL 
(according to the ABC-classification) and the easier to forecast the demand for a HPL (according to XYZ-
classification), the higher the cycle service level.  The items A, or the top 20% of the components often receive 
a service level between 96-98%. The B items, account for 30% of the total components receive a medium service 
level between 91-95%. The remaining 50% of the components belong to the C category and maintain a lower 
service level between 85-90% (Schalit and Vermorel, 2014).  

Cycle service levels have a large impact on the amount of safety stock that is held by a company. The CSL’s 
corresponding Z-score or standard score represents the necessary amount of extra inventory needed to carry 
the related number of standard deviations. In Appendix 8, an overview of among others the requested service 
level and the corresponding Z-values are given. For example, to satisfy a 97.7% cycle service level, it is necessary 
to carry an extra inventory equal to 2 standard deviations of demand variability during the lead time and review 
period. This is shown in Appendix 9. The lower the service level for components, the lower the safety stock and 
the smaller the inventory of the company. However, less safety stock could lead to more stockouts. In addition, 
it is important to not overstate the service level as this could impact the profitability of the business. As shown 
in Figure 13, the relationship between the cycle service level and Z-score is nonlinear, meaning higher cycle 
service levels require disproportionally higher Z-scores. Moreover, it is unrealistic to assume a 100% service rate 
for your components. If you want a 100% service level for a specific component, theoretically viewed, you need 
infinite stock for that item, to make sure you never experience stock outs.   

 

While the cycle service level determines the probability of not having a stockout between two successive 
replenishment deliveries. Sometimes, business leaders wish to control the amount of volume ordered that is 
available to satisfy customer demand, known as fill rate. The fill rate is another customer service measure, 
indicating the percentage of orders a company is able to meet without running out of inventory. Fill rate often 
is a better measure of inventory performance on a volumetric basis, as cycle service level merely indicates the 
frequency of stockouts without regard to their magnitudes (King, 2011). However, the fill rate requires much 
more work mathematically than the cycle service level (Lembke, 2015).  

The difference between the customer service measures depends on the variability of supply and demand. The 
fill rate tends to be higher than cycle service level, when supply and demand are relatively stable, that is, when 
the standard deviation of demand and lead time are low. Conversely, when demand or lead time variability is 
high, it is more likely that the fill rate is lower than cycle service level (King, 2011). 

Supply variability  

Supply variability comprises all sources of variability originated from the internal production process of the 
supplier as well as the upstream supply chain. Several strategies are used to cope with supply uncertainty, such 
as safety stock, safety lead time and supplier backups. However, safety stock is the most used strategy to 
increase the supply chain flexibility under both supply and demand uncertainty (Barros et al., 2021). Supply 
variability is driven by various uncertainties in the supply chain process including lead time uncertainty, quality 

Figure 13: Z scores for the required service levels 
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issues, order crossovers and supplier constraints. The lead time variability must be closely monitored, as the 
more variable the delivery flow time of the supplier, the higher the required safety stock in raw material 
inventory (Silver et al., 2009). As quality problems of products represent possible causes for yield uncertainty, 
supplier diversification and safety stocks are essential to cope with this difficulty (Hong & Zhang, 2018). 
Suppliers’ disruptions caused by external circumstances, including workers strikes, power failures, fires, 
temporary closures etc. are also important to be considered. The most common strategy to cope with this 
uncertainty is supplier backups (Hong and Zhang, 2018). Lastly, the possibility exists that orders are received in 
a different sequence from the one that they are placed (Bradley & Robinson, 2005). To mitigate the impact of 
changes in order and delivered quantities, safety stock levels are the most common strategy to mitigate this risk 
(Angkiriwang & Santosa, 2014). As supply variability is a fundamental factor influencing inventory decisions, 
knowing the supplier reliability is important for an organization.  

Calculation safety stock  

Safety stock depends on both demand variability and supply variability. However, when the only variability you 
need to protect against is either demand variability or supply variability, the calculation of safety stock has a 
slightly different approach. According to King (2011), the demand variability is the dominant influence on safety 
stock requirements. Moreover, research by Salam, Panahifar and Byrne (2016) concluded that demand 
variability and the z-score have the most significant impact on safety stock. Therefore, if a reduction in safety 
stock is required, it is more effective to reduce demand variability or their service level towards customers rather 
than lead time variability. Therefore, it is no surprise that the service level acts as a crucial input parameter when 
defining safety stock. The safety stock can be calculated by multiplying the z-score of the desired cycle service 
level with the standard deviation of the lead time demand (Ouyang et al., 1996). This is shown in Equation 11.  
 

:: = V ∙ 6" 

The formula of the safety stock can include multiple factors in the standard deviation of demand (6"). Depending 
on the specific situation, the demand variability, supply variability or both are considered. The discussion of all 
the various formulas occupies a lot of space, therefore, a detailed explanation of the used formula is given in 
the methods Section 2.5.4.3.  

2.2.6.4 Order-up-to level  

The order-up-to level (S) is the maximum inventory position. If the inventory position drops below the reorder 
point, an order between the current inventory position and the order-up-to level will be replenished. Depending 
on the policy being used, the order-up-to level should be sufficient to cover demand until the arrival of the next 
replenishment order. In a continuous inventory policy, the lead time demand should be covered, while in a 
periodic inventory policy, the demand during lead time and review period needs to be considered (Waters, 
2003). Therefore, the order-up-to level is differently calculated depending on which inventory management 
policy is used.  

On one hand, when the inventory policy includes a reorder point, the order-up-to level is calculated by the 
summation of the reorder point and economic order quantity as shown in Equation 12.  

: = ( + WI9 

 

On other hand, the order-up-to level is calculated differently when no reorder point is used in the policy. This is 
often the case in a periodic review policy. Therefore, Equation 13 is used for the calculation of the order-up-to 
level.  

: = :: + 7+,-& 

 

The expected demand during the lead time and review period is given in Equation 14. Where 7 stands for the 
expected demand,  8, for the period between two reviews, and TU, for the lead time.  

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 
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7+,-& = 	7 ∙ (TU + 8) 

 

In addition, the standard deviation of demand during lead time and review period is given in Equation 15. Where, 
8, stands for the review period, TU, for the lead time and 6 for the standard deviation of the expected demand, 
7. 

6+,-& =	X+%5(7+,-	&) = 	6 ∙ √TU + 8 

 

2.2.6.5 Reorder point  

Too much inventory causes excessive working capital which adversely affects the company’s financials, while 
too little inventory causes delayed deliveries resulting in dissatisfied customers. Therefore, to properly manage 
inventory, it is necessary to determine at what point the company needs to place an order to maintain inventory 
levels at an optimum. The reorder point, s, is commonly known as the point the inventory must be replenished 
to maintain inventory at the optimum (Umry et al., 2019). Depending on whether the system is a periodic or 
continuous system, a different method of determining the reorder point is applied. In a continuous system, the 
reorder point should cover the lead time demand, while in a periodic system, the demand during the lead time 
and review period should be considered. According to Moon and Choi (1998), the reorder point should be equal 
to the demand during the lead time to which the safety stock is added. However, in the periodic review system, 
the demand during the review period should be considered as well. The calculation for reorder point in a periodic 
review system is given in Equation 16.  

( = :: + 7+,-& 

 

Where, 7+,-& stands for the demand during the lead time and review period and :: the safety stock. The 
expected demand during the lead time and review period is calculated according to Equation 14, explained in 
the previous section. 

2.3 Data acquisition 
To establish an inventory management system, one requires accurate data to analyse and serve as input for the 
system. Therefore, the first step is extracting the information needed from different data sources. Both 
quantitative, including Anyway Doors’ ERP system and excel files, and qualitative information sources, such as 
interviews are used.  

2.3.1 Data sources  

To develop an inventory management system for Anyway Doors, information and data are required. The main 
sources used for data collection are Anyway Doors’ ERP system and the procurement department of Anyway 
Doors. To collect information regarding suppliers, monthly usage, historical purchase information, or historical 
demand, the initial source is always SDP. Data from SDP is complemented by data delivered from insights of 
procurement. Unclear elements regarding the ERP system are clarified by an external SDP expert. Information 
of the annual report, reporting and prices are received from the CFO and controller of Anyway Doors’ mother 
company, Theuma. To build the inventory management system, several frameworks and concepts are used. The 
main sources of these frameworks and concepts are derived from literature, mainly journals and books obtained 
through the Vlerick and KUL libraries.  

2.3.1.1 Interviews 

Identifying company specific information on the various operational processes and the bottlenecks in the 
company is done by using the interview technique. To understand the current processes, interviews are 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 
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conducted with the sales team, procurement, the planning responsible, the managing director, and the 
production employees. Moreover, there is opted for face-to-face personal interviews. By conducting personal 
interviews, a safe environment is created allowing the front office staff to openly share their opinion and 
perspective on the current processes. Therefore, the vast majority of questions are open-ended questions, as 
this allows to acquire insights in the operations of Anyway Doors as well as personal perspectives. Although, the 
fixed set of open-ended questions had been prepared in advance, during the interviews, some non-prepared, 
additional questions are asked to further elaborate on specific answers. This approach provides some structure 
in the interviews yet at the same time ensures a natural flow in the conversation.  

The interviews conducted with the production employees were in a looser atmosphere, as the open-ended 
questions were asked during working hours. Most questions covered the impact of the current ordering process 
on the work-floor, to receive a better view on how to improve the ordering system. The detailed explanations 
during these interviews provide a further clear understanding of the current procurement and inventory 
management processes.  

In order to assemble correct and complete data, several interviews are conducted with the SDP expert and 
procurement. The SDP expert provides the data sets by extracting them from their ERP system, while the 
purchasing manager delivers excel files that complete the SDP files. As soon as the inventory model for HPL was 
almost ready to use, interviews with the purchasing manager were conducted to explain the mechanism of the 
model and to incorporate feedback, so that the inventory management system could be optimized. The 
objective of these sessions is to identify impracticalities or input parameters that could be used more accurately. 
The interviews questions to the front office, management and production employees can be found in Appendix 
10, 11, and 12, respectively. 

Throughout the different interviews, a few bottlenecks in the business were discovered. These bottlenecks are 
discussed in detail in Section 4.2, as well as the several recommendations that have been developed. 

2.3.1.2 SDP database 

SDP, the ERP system used by Anyway Doors contains a lot of historical data, including monthly usage per item, 
purchasing orders, etc. The first step in the data analysis is to converse the txt files received from SDP into excel 
files. These excel files are then pre-processed, to extract all relevant and accurate information, before being 
imported to the inventory model, as shown in Figure 14.  

 

 
Figure 14: Data acquisition SDP roadmap 

 

Data extracted from SDP include among others article codes, base units, and monthly usage. An overview of the 
full data set retrieved from SDP can be found in Table 2.  

Txt files Conversion to 
Excel Clean up Import to 

model
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2.3.1.3 Excel 

To build an inventory management model, extensive data is required. However, this data is not always complete 
in SDP. Therefore some inputs including the data found in Table 3 are delivered by separate excels. These stand-
alone excel files provide additional information for the development of the inventory model.  

 

2.3.2 Cleaning of data 

The main obstacle regarding the data collection and structuring is situated in the ERP system, SDP. Most common 
ambiguities involve an incomplete list of all HPLs, monthly usage, and purchasing prices of HPLs. Multiple 
inventory items lack a monthly usage overview, while other components do not have a price overview, resulting 
in an incomplete data set. The incomplete dataset obtained from SDP is the main obstacle to create a clear 
overview of the used HPLs, including the usage of the past 12 months and associated prices. Therefore, the data 
files from SDP and the excels obtained from the purchasing manager are used to make a clear overview of the 
accurate used HPLs. The list of HPL items used in the inventory model are based on the data from SDP and 
supplemented by the excel of the purchasing manager.  

Inventory articles for which all necessary information parameters are available are included in the dataset. Any 
item for which a value is missing is considered as zero. Therefore, the missing parameters do not have an impact 
on the calculations in the model.  

Data Description
Article code Article code of an inventory item as indicated by SDP

Article description The description of the article

Purchasing price The most recent purchasing price

Stock count level The inventory levels for each HPL of the manual physical stock 
count

Theoretical lead time (days) Theoretical lead time in days

Minimum order quantity The minimum amount required to order with a supplier

Order cost The cost related to ordering, transporting, and delivering 
inventory items

Review period The time between two orders made

Table 3: Data gathered from separate Excel sheets 

Table 2: Data generated from SDP 

Data Description

Article code Article code of an inventory item as registered in SDP

Article description The description of the article

Base unit Unit of measurement used to indicate base units

Monthly usage (base unit) Monthly usage with the base unit as a unit of measurement

Purchase unit The unit in which the inventory item is bought

Non-produced, measured products The orders for which measurements were made on the premises

Historical overview of all purchasing 
orders placed in 2020, 2021 and 2022

Historical overview of all purchasing orders placed in 2020, 2021 
and 2022 (up until the 24th of May)
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2.4 Data analytics  
The qualitative and quantitative data information sources have both contributed to the finalisation of the 
dataset. However, to compute the valuable data needed to develop the inventory model, several calculations 
are performed. The performed calculations are shown in Table 4.  

 

The periodic data, delivered by the ERP system of Anyway Doors, is monthly data since SDP is only capable of 
providing monthly and quarterly usage data. Moreover, the average monthly usage is calculated using historical 
data from June ’21 until May ’22. Using historical data of more than one year would give a distorted view in 
demand. More specifically, demand already fluctuates heavily throughout the year, so using a too large data set 
would produce imprecise outputs. If weekly demand would be used to calculate the average demand, the 
variations of this data would be too variable, due to the high fluctuations and lack of clear trends in demand. 
The calculations of the average lead times and standard deviations are based on the historical overview of all 
purchasing orders placed in 2020, 2021 and 2022 (up until the 24th of May). All these calculated values result in 
a comprehensive complete dataset that is used as a starting point for the HPL model. 

2.5 Methods 
In this section, it will be discussed how the foundations of the above stipulated literature review can be applied 
to Anyway Doors. With the aim of developing an inventory management system that suits the needs of Anyway 
Doors, it is important to see how theoretical frameworks can be applied in practice and adjusted to fit the 
practical needs.  

2.5.1 Demand distribution and forecasting  

For the development of the inventory model, different parameters and characteristics of demand are required, 
such as the average demand or the variability of the demand. First, it is crucial to obtain a clear view on how the 
demand is statistically distributed. It is a common assumption that demand is normally distributed, with a mean 
and standard deviation (Wild, 2002). To examine whether this assumption applies to this research, a time-series 
analysis is performed on the historical sales data. Second, as no clear demand forecasting is available, an analysis 
on the historical sales of filled and glass doors is conducted, to identify possible trends. As accurate forecasted 

Calculated data Description
Standard deviation of demand Standard deviation of the demand based on the last 12 months

Theoretical lead time (weeks) The communicated lead time by the supplier

Monthly average (usage) Average monthly usage of the past 12 months

Total annual usage Total usage of last 12 months

Annual usage value Total annual usage multiplied by its price

Average lead time Average time between the orderings date and the delivery date

Average lead time (days) Average time between the orderings date and delivery date in 
days

Average lead time (months) Average time between the orderings date and delivery date in 
months

Standard deviation lead time (days)
After classification of inventory items based on value and usage, 
for each class (XYZ) a standard deviation in days was calculated 
based on historical purchasing data

Standard deviation lead time (months)
After classification of inventory items based on value and usage, 
for each class (XYZ) a standard deviation in months was 
calculated based on historical purchasing data

Table 4: Performed calculations 
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data is required as input data for the inventory management model. The input relates to suppliers, lead time 
and demand. As forecasting sales lies outside the scope of this project, a second assumption regarding 
forecasting is made. The assumption is made that historical sales data is representable for future demand, as no 
forecast on future demand is available.  

2.5.2 Inventory classification  

To ensure that the inventory items are efficiently managed according to their importance for Anyway Doors, an 
inventory classification is performed. The objective is to ensure a sufficient supply for each HPL item. Different 
priorities should be allocated to each HPL, therefore, the classification of HPL items, based on an ABC and XYZ 
analysis is done. Both analyses are conducted as the ABC analysis gives insights in the value of items, while XYZ 
describes the frequency of demand. Afterwards, both analyses are combined which allows to separate items 
into nine groups that have similar historical patterns, usage, and prices.  

2.5.2.1 ABC Analysis  

For the ABC classification, both annual usage and prices are equally important. Anyway Doors distinguishes 
between fast and slow moving HPLs, having higher and lower annual usage, respectively. Regarding the prices, 
all HPL SKUs with the same size, either 2180mm or 3050mm, have comparable prices. However, a considerable 
price difference is noticeable between the smaller size HPLs and the larger size, where the HPLs with the 
2180mm measurement are less costly. Some exceptions in prices occur for the more special coloured HPL plates 
with a special finishing of TJ0901, TS3570 and TS3577. These HPLs are often more costly compared to the more 
standardized colours.  

The multiplication of the price and annual usage determines the annual usage value for each HPL of Anyway 
Doors. These values are sorted from largest to smallest value and the cumulative annual usage value is 
calculated. According to the Pareto 80/20 rule, the HPL SKUs are classified in the A, B and C-classes. In this study, 
the classification is based on the annual usage value, 80%, 15%, and 5% representing A, B and C items 
respectively. This technique helps Anyway Doors to understand which components are most critical to the 
financial success of the organization. Next to the A, B and C items, Anyway Doors also has a considerate amount 
of HPL SKUs for which no usage is detected in the past 12 months. These items are categorized as O-items. 

2.5.2.2 XYZ Analysis  

For the XYZ classification, the coefficient of variation (CV) is calculated using the average and standard deviation 
of demand per period. In this model, demand per month is used, as the ERP system of Anyway Doors, is only 
capable of providing monthly and quarterly usage data. Moreover, the average demand per month is calculated 
using historical data from June ’21 until May ’22. As discussed in Section 2.2.3.2, no uniform distinction is made 
in the division of X, Y and Z items. Due to the variety of product offerings, the variability of all HPLs tend to be 
relatively high in the case of Anyway Doors. Therefore, a too narrow range of X, Y and Z would result in a limited 
distinction of items. The used classification allows to distinguish for fast movers, medium movers, and slow 
movers. The HPLs with a coefficient variation lower than 0.4 are classified as X items and have a relatively 
constant demand. A CV between 0.4 and 1 indicates Y-items, which show some substantial fluctuations in 
demand, and HPLs with a CV larger than 1 are Z-items. As Anyway Doors also holds HPL SKUs that have a very 
fluctuating usage, these HPLs are categorized as Z items. In the case of Anyway Doors, an additional category is 
used, named the O class. These items have an average demand per month of zero, and therefore their coefficient 
of variation is zero.   

2.5.3 Inventory management policies  

In this section it is indicated how specific inventory policies are chosen based on the characteristics of the ABC-
XYZ analysis results. Overall, all HPLs have a very diversified usage variability. Therefore, some HPL items show 
a relatively good forecast accuracy, while other HPLs demonstrate intermittent demand or no demand at all and 
are thus difficult to predict. Moreover, HPLs of different dimensions or finishing can vary in value. Consequently, 
the most suitable inventory system differs for the different ABC-XYZ categories.  
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A and B items are items that have a high value for Anyway Doors and their availability needs to be always 
guaranteed. As they are important for the company, a stockout for these items needs to be avoided. A and B 
items then should be projected onto the XYZ dimension. X items are SKUs of which demand is relatively stable 
and predictable. As a result, little inventory keeping is required for X items. Because of their relatively stable 
usage and great importance for the company AX and BX items, therefore, can be managed by means of the 
standard review period policy. Y items are less reliable in their usage than X items and are thus less predictable. 
Therefore, for Y items a higher inventory should be kept. The optional replenishment system keeps a larger 
inventory than the standard review period system. For AY and BY items, thus the optional replenishment system 
is chosen. This makes sense, as these items still require a lot of attention from Anyway Doors as they are of great 
importance, however, it is not seen as necessary to order them every period as their usage is more unstable.  

C items are less important for a company as they hold the lowest annual usage values. For CX items demand, 
however, is stable and thus it makes sense to place an order every review period if needed. Therefore, the 
standard review policy will be used for the CX items. For CY items, usage unfortunately is less predictable, and 
it is common in that case to use a system with a fixed order quantity. Since, for Anyway Doors solely periodic 
review systems are used, CY items will be managed with an optional replenishment policy.  

For all Z items no distinction in inventory policy will be made for the ABC classification dimension.  This is chosen 
because in the case of Anyway Doors the benchmarks of the XYZ analysis were adjusted. Z items represent items 
for which the coefficient of variation is larger than 100%, this means that the demand is completely 
unpredictable. Therefore, an inventory management system with an order-up-to level or a reorder point will not 
be a good fit, and thus, will not be used. Instead, for all Z items a small safety stock will be held, and an order 
will consist of the measured non-produced doors and the units needed to reach this safety stock. The measured 
non-produced doors are planned doors that were measured at the client’s premises but that still need to be 
planned in production.  

Therefore, in this case, the ABC classification is not decisive in choosing the appropriate inventory policy for the 
HPL items. The inventory policies linked to each category can be found in Table 5.  

 

2.5.4 Calculation parameters  

For the implementation of the inventory policies, the calculation of several parameters is required. The 
theoretical calculations of these parameter as provided in the literature, are discussed in Section 2. In Section 
2.5.4.1, the optimal order quantity is discussed. Section 2.5.4.2 discusses the risk time interval Anyway Doors 
should consider. The safety stock required for the HPL items is explained in Section 2.5.4.3 and according to the 
inventory policy used, the order-up-to level and reorder point are determined in Section 2.5.4.4 and Section 
2.5.4.5, respectively.  

2.5.4.1 Order quantity  

Although EOQ, as discussed in Section 2.2.6.1, calculates a theoretical indication on how many components to 
order, in practice, there are some limits related to the method. Some assumptions in the EOQ formula are not 
applicable for Anyway Doors which makes it not valuable to use the formula, as the output would be too far 
from reality. First, the economic order quantity assumes a uniform demand and constant supply lead time. As 
Anyway Doors sells custom-made doors, demand can be very volatile and therefore relatively difficult to predict. 
Moreover, Anyway Doors work is exposed to factors that cannot be controlled by the company. External events, 
such as the COVID-19 pandemic and the Ukraine – Russia war disrupted supply chains around the world, 
resulting in delays in deliveries, something where Anyway Doors is also confronted with. Second, the EOQ 

Classification Inventory policy
X Standard periodic review system
Y Optional replenishment system
Z Safety stock and measured, non-produced demand

Table 5: Chosen inventory policies for each category 
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formula assumes that all inventory related cost, including ordering and holding costs remain constant. However, 
the calculation or estimation of ordering costs and holding costs is relatively difficult. Anyway Doors does not 
pay a fixed order costs to Resopal for a delivery of HPLs. The theoretical approach of holding costs considers 
several factors for which it is complicated to determine or estimate a cost price. Given the multiple assumptions 
regarding constant parameters in the formula, EOQ does not consider inventory buffers. However, there is a lot 
of uncertainty present in today’s markets, which makes it essential to have an inventory buffer. As the EOQ does 
not reflect the real world, in which Anyway Doors operates, it can only be used as an approximation of the order 
quantity. Therefore, the EOQ is not considered in this model. To determine the order quantity, the minimum 
order quantity for each HPL and chosen inventory policy are considered.  

2.5.4.2 Risk time interval  

In the case of Anyway Doors, the total risk time interval consists of the review period and lead time. However, a 
disparity arises between the placement of the order and the confirmation of the order. For HPLs, this order 
confirmation takes approximately one working week. However, as both the date of order placement for Resopal 
and the moment the delivery takes place is inserted in SDP, from Anyway Doors’ point of view, the actual lead 
time starts from the placement of the order and not the confirmation of the order. For the accuracy of the 
model, the actual lead times are considered instead of the theoretical lead times promised to Anyway Doors. 
Theoretically, Resopal promises to deliver within 45 days or 6.5 week, starting from the order confirmation. 
However, in reality, these lead times vary considerably. To calculate the average and standard deviation of the 
actual lead time, only the lead times between 20 and 70 days are considered. Lead times shorter than 20 days 
include all express orders at a higher cost. As express deliveries are the exception rather than the norm, these 
are not considered when calculating the actual lead time. Lead times greater than 70 days arises due to an 
offsetting principle. For example, when an order of 20 snow white HPLs arrives, but there are still 15 of these 
HPLs available in stock. Only the 5 HPLs used are noted as delivered, while the other 15 HPLs are theoretically 
only delivered when used, therefore lead times in SDP can amount to 200 and more days. Since these lead times 
are not relevant for the calculation of the actual period from ordering to delivery, lead times greater than 70 
days are removed from the data set. Given that the outliers in lead times are not considered, the average lead 
time indicate an accurate view.   

As the special coloured HPLs may have a longer delivery time compared to the more standardized colours, the 
average lead time is calculated for each HPL. To make sure a proper safety stock can be calculated for each HPL, 
the X, Y, Z and O classification is considered for calculating the standard deviation. The X items are consolidated 
to calculate the standard deviation of the X items, and the same method is used for the Y and Z items. 
Considering the O items, the lead times are unprecedented as most of them are not ordered in the past 2.5 
years. Therefore, the standard deviation of the Z items is used for the O items, because once a usage is registered 
for O items, they are automatically categorized as Z items. Once an initial usage is registered for an O item, who 
lacks information of actual lead times, the theoretical lead time of 45 days is used to ensure a safety stock can 
be calculated.  

2.5.4.3 Safety stock 

Since Anyway Doors is confronted with demand and supply variability, the safety stock needs to incorporate 
both variabilities. Regarding demand uncertainty, Anyway Doors is exposed to the uncertainty of demand during 
the lead time and review period. Therefore, it is necessary for the company to maintain a minimum level of 
inventory for all HPLs. At Anyway Doors, supply uncertainty can be described in terms of a delivery taking longer 
than expected or an order arriving incomplete. Especially for smaller orders of HPLs, incorrect deliveries may 
have disturbing consequences for the production team. Therefore, both demand and supply variability are 
considered as shown in Equation 17.  

!("#$%)' =	$(&' + ))	 ∙ !'( + ,)*+( 	 ∙ !"#$%(  

 

(17) 
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6(+,-&)" stands for the standard deviation of the demand during the lead time and the review period. In case of 
Anyway Doors both demand variability and lead time variability are present, and both are normally distributed. 
This means that when demand has mean D and standard deviation 6", the lead time and review period together 
have a mean LT+R and standard deviation 6+,-&.  

As explained in Section 2.2.6.3, the safety stock is defined by the z-score and the standard deviation of demand. 
In the case of Anyway Doors, the demand during the lead time and review period is considered as shown in 
Equation 18.  

-- = . ∙ 	 "("#+%)' 

Equation 19 provides the complete calculation for the safety stock.  

 

-- = . ∙ $($% + ') 	 ∙ "'2 + *)*+2 	 ∙ ""#+%2  

In line with the literature, HPLs with a greater value for the company need a greater cycle service level, and 
therefore a higher safety stock. However, as the choice of cycle service level can have a considerable impact on 
the safety stock of HPLs, the CSL for each category is chosen by Anyway Doors. In Table 6, the chosen cycle 
service levels are shown.  

 

2.5.4.4 Order-up-to level  

Regarding the standard periodic review system, that is used for the more frequently recurring HPLs, a calculation 
for the order-up-to level, S, is required. The order-up-to level of the standard periodic review system is calculated 
similarly as the reorder point in the optimal replenishment system. The main difference can be found in the 
safety stock levels, because the more frequently used components have a higher inventory level and more 
demand during lead time and review period.  

The order-up-to level is equal to the sum of the safety stock,	::, and the demand during the lead time,	TU, and 
review period, 8, as shown in Equation 20. 

- = -- + 	, ∙ (&' + )) 
Both lead time and review period are expressed in weeks. Therefore, the demand (D) is the average 
weekly demand of a specific HPL.  

2.5.4.5 Reorder point  

For the less frequently used item, an optimal replenishment system, is chosen as optimal inventory management 
system. In this system a reorder point is required. The reorder point is equal to the sum of the safety stock,	::, 
and the demand during the lead time,	TU, and review period, 8, as shown in Equation 21. 

 

)/0 = -- + 	, ∙ (&' + )) 
Both lead time and review period are expressed in weeks. Therefore, the demand is the average weekly 
demand of a specific HPL.  

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

A B C
X 97% 94% 89%
Y 96% 92% 86%
Z 95% 90% 84%

Table 6: Cycle service levels 
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2.6 Conclusion  
In Table 7 an overview of the policies for each ABC-XYZ subgroup are chosen. The inventory policy selection is 
based on the rationale mentioned in Section 2.2.4. Regardless of the A, B or C classification, the X items, Y items 
and Z items receive a separate inventory policy. The standard periodic review policy is applied to the X items, 
the optional replenishment policy is used for the Y items, while the Z items use the non-produced measured 
orderbook for ordering decision.  

 

Table 8 provides a summary of the formulas to calculate the parameters for the different policies.  

 

 

A B C

X

Y

Z

Standard periodic review

Optimal replenishment

Safety stock and measured non-produced orderbook

Table 7: Overview inventory policies for ABC-XYZ classification 

Standard periodic review Optimal replenishment Safety stock, measured non-
produced demand

Safety stock

Order-up-to level N/A N/A

Reorder point N/A N/A

Order quantity Measured non-produced demand 

Review period 1 week 1 week 1 week

Inventory policy

!! = # ∙ %("#$%)' 

! = !! + $!"#$ 

! − #! 

!! = # ∙ %("#$%)' !! = # ∙ %("#$%)' 

!"# = %% + '!"#$ 

!"# +	&! 

Table 8: Overview equations per inventory policy 
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3 Results 
In this section, the results of the inventory model built for the HPL material group of Anyway Doors are discussed. 
First, results of demand trends are discussed, after which the results of the SKU classification are described. 
Finally, the inventory model itself and two sensitivity analysis of inputs of the model will be discussed.  

3.1 Demand distribution and trends  
For the inventory model, the assumption is made that demand is normally distributed. To verify the rationality 
of this assumption, analysis on historical data is performed. To visualize this assumption, a frequency distribution 
histogram is made based on monthly sales data, showing how often a certain demand rate occurred (Figure 15). 
The histogram also shows the spread in the frequency of the demand rate. The chosen demand rate interval size 
is 50 and is displayed on the x-axis whilst the y-axis shows the frequency. Next to the histogram, a Gauss-curve 
is displayed on the graph with the mean and standard deviation of demand respectively being 452.19 and 
119.79.  

 

As no forecast on future demand is available, historical data is projected and used as a forecasting method. In 
addition to using historical data, analysis with regards to demand trends are performed. Due to a limited amount 
of data regarding the production volume over the years, the analysis of demand trends is relatively challenging 
as Anyway Doors is a made-to-measure company, where every customer can combine various modular 
components to create their ‘ideal door’. Depending on each customer’s personal taste and type of home, it is 
relatively exceptional to find two similar doors. Therefore, also no clear sales and product mix evolution is visible 
over the years.  

Figure 15: Normal distribution of demand 

Figure 16: Demand trend analysis 
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Overall, Anyway Doors is a growing company which is also reflected in its production data. From January 2020 
to January 2022, the company’s compound annual growth rate (CAGR) was 19.40%. Moreover, in the past two 
years, on average 452 doors were produced each month. As shown in Figure X, the total produced amount of 
filled and glass doors fluctuates heavily over the past two years. Data shows that over the past two years, 26.09% 
more glass doors have been produced compared to the filled doors. Moreover, it is noticeable that filled doors 
are directly sold to the customers and less through dealer contracts, while the opposite is observable for glass 
doors. 

When analysing the volume of doors produced, a clear recurring drop in production is noticeable in July. This is 
due to the construction holidays that take place every year in July. However, there is no apparent trend or time 
series pattern in the data over this period, which makes it difficult to identify an accurate forecasting method.  
As mentioned in the methodology, the historical data of the past year is used as a forecast for future demand.  

3.2 Classification of stock items 
As the model focuses on the HPLs, these SKU are classified according to the ABC-XYZ analysis described in Section 
2.2.3.3. Based on the classification of an HPL, a different inventory system is applied.   

As explained in Section 2.2.3.1, for the ABC analysis, the average annual demand and the purchasing prices are 
needed to calculate the annual turnover. Table 9 shows the subdivision of the A, B, C and O items based on their 
annual usage value. In line with the Pareto analysis, it is very clear that only a very small amount of HPL SKUs 
represent a relatively large usage value. 

 

In the case of the High-Pressure Laminates, the most valuable items in terms of usage value are characterized 
as an A item. An overview of all HPL SKUs and their corresponding annual usage value and ABC classification are 
given in Appendix 13. It is noticeable that six HPLs are considered as an A item and the A class consist of only 
three different colours. This means that Anyway Doors sells three colours very frequently, regardless of the size 
of the door. 7% of the total HPL SKUs are included in the A class and represent 78% of the annual usage value. 
For the B items, it is remarkable that there are four colours in both sizes included in this class, representing 17% 
of the annual usage value. The C class consists out of 32% of all HPLs and only represent 5% of the total annual 
usage value. The 49% remaining HPL SKUs are categorized as O class, as these HPLs are not ordered by the 
customer, and therefore not used in production between the months June ’21 and May '22. This is a surprising 
outcome, as almost half of the colours offered are not used in production during these 12 months.   

Table 10 shows the subdivision of all items based on the HPL type. This table helps analysing which types of 
doors are frequently and less frequently ordered. The usage value of the WOODMASSIV types are relatively low, 
as this door type is mainly part of the C and O class. Moreover, the O class mainly consists of UNIMASSIV door 
types as shown in Table 10.  

 

Classifiaction SPECIALDEC UNIMASSIV WOODMASSIV Total
A 33.33% 66.67% 0 100%
B 0 90.00% 10.00% 100%
C 14.81% 40.75% 44.44% 100%
O 9.52% 54.76% 35.71% 100%

Table 10: Classification door types by ABC analysis 

Classification Annual usage value (%) Stock numbers (%) Average annual usage value (€)

A 77.99 7.06 291,237

B 16.85 11.76 62,907

C 5.15 31.76 19,271

O 0.00 49.41 -

Total 100.00% 100.00% 373,416

Table 9: Results ABC analysis   
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Concerning the XYZ analysis, all the items with a coefficient of variation of less than 0.40 are considered an X 
item, indicating the steadier variability. The Y items possess a coefficient of variation between 0.4 and 1, 
indicating a more fluctuating demand pattern compared to the HPLs in the X class. All HPLs with a variability 
above 1 are allocated to the Z class, because of their extreme demand volatility. Numerous HPLs, available in 
the colour assortment of Anyway Doors, have no usage in the last 12 months and therefore end up in the O 
class. The amounts for each class are shown in Table 11. 

 

 
 
Table 12 shows the amount of HPLs allocated to the different subdivisions of both analyses. Although relatively 
many HPLs are categorized in the O class, the ABC-XYZ analysis gives a clear division on which HPLs are fast 
movers and which are small movers. Based on where the HPL is located, a different inventory system can be 
applied.  

 

 

Moreover, Table 12 shows that none of the A items are classified as a Z-item. Most A items have a high demand, 
and thus usage rate, which makes it more convenient to predict and forecast demand. Moreover, Anyway Doors’ 
HPLs that are classified as C items are also categorized as Z-items. This is understandable because these articles 
tend to experience intermittent demand, which is low and unpredictable.  

3.3 Inventory model 
The objective of the project is to develop an inventory management system that answers the questions related 
to the volume and timing decision. The inventory model should indicate at what point in time, or at what 
inventory level, an order should be placed and how large this order should be. In this section, the delivered 
output is covered, including the discussion of the rationale of the model based on some examples.  

3.3.1 Parameters 

For each component with available data, the safety stock and a possible order-up-to level or reorder point are 
calculated. A few examples are given in Figure 17. The safety stock is used to cover the volatility of the demand 
during the lead time and review period. The sum of the safety stock and the demand during the lead time and 
review period provides a reorder point or order-up-to level. Depending on the variability of the components, 
they are classified as X, Y, Z or O and are given an inventory policy. For the X items an order-up-to level is used 
whilst for the Y items a reorder point is used. For the Z- and O-items a different system is used, the company will 
order based on the measured, non-produced doors. The difference between Z- and O-items is that there will be 

Classification Stock number Stock number
X 3 3.5%
Y 8 9.4%
Z 32 37.7%
O 42 49.4%

Total 85 100%

Table 11: Results XYZ analysis 

X Y Z O Total
A 2 4 0 0 6
B 0 5 5 0 10
C 0 0 27 0 27
O 0 0 0 42 42

Total 3 8 32 42 85

Table 12: Number of items classified by ABC-XYZ analysis 
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a safety stock for the Z-items and not for the O-items. In Appendix 14, an overview is given of all the components 
with their corresponding classification, calculated safety stock and order-up-to level or reorder point if they have 
one. 

3.3.2 Output 

The output sheet shows information used to calculate what needs to be ordered. First, an overview of 
parameters are shown, namely the stock, both what is present in the production facility and what will coming in 
and the measured, non-produced doors. Secondly, the classification is shown, this is a calculated parameter. 
Finally, the last and most important column which indicates whether or not an order needs to be placed and the 
amount involved.  

One example for the standard periodic review system would be the “UNIMASSIV-EM9417-2180” which has an 
order-up-to level of 221 (see Figure 18). For an AX component, the inventory policy is that the user must order 
up to this level. Since there are 47 laminates present and 122 incomings, the user orders 52 laminates to reach 
the order-up-to level. 

A second example would be for the optimal replenishment system. In this system, the user must order once the 
stock levels fall below the reorder point. As an example, the Y-component “SPECIALDEC-TP0901-2180” is taken. 
The reorder point is located at 111 and the minimum order quantity equals 48 laminates. This means that the 
company does not order the components this review period, because the sum of the present (15) and incoming 
(173) stock is higher than the reorder point. If this would have been lower (for example 15), the user would have 
ordered the difference between the reorder point and the total stock level (96). The policy also states that the 
user would order an extra Q which equals the minimum order quantity. In total the user would order 144 (96 + 
48 laminates) in that case. 

A last example will be a Z-component with the safety stock and measured, non-produced doors policy. The 
example concerns the “WOODMASSIV-EM4084-2180”, for which a minimum order quantity is 4 laminates. The 
model’s output shows an order quantity of 4 laminates, and we can see that there are already 5 laminates 
present and 0 incoming. For this policy, the model looks at the safety stock (6) and the order book (0). As the 
company needs 0 laminates and there are already 5 present (and 0 incoming), they need to order 1 laminate to 

Article
HPL ABC-XYZ Safety stock Order-up-to-level Reorder point

SPECIALDEC-TP0901-2180 AY 52 - 111
SPECIALDEC-TS3570-3050 0 0 - -
UNIMASSIV-EM9417-2180 AX 92 221 -
UNIMASSIV-EMD354-3050 AX 50 117 -
UNIMASSIV-SA0901-2180 BY 21 - 57
UNIMASSIV-SA0901-3050 BZ 8 - -
WOODMASSIV-EM4081-2180 CZ 2 - -
WOODMASSIV-EM4084-2180 CZ 6 - -

Calculations

* Missing values in the order-up-to level or reorder point column indicate that this parameter is not applicable for that classification. 
Figure 17: Model parameter output 

Article Measured, non-produced doors
HPL Present Incoming Total 30/04/2022

SPECIALDEC-TP0901-2180 15 173 188 20 AY Do not order
SPECIALDEC-TS3570-3050 0 0 0 0 0 Do not order
UNIMASSIV-EM9417-2180 47 122 169 25 AX 52
UNIMASSIV-EMD354-3050 10 56 66 24 AX 51
UNIMASSIV-SA0901-2180 47 10 57 10 BY 4
UNIMASSIV-SA0901-3050 44 4 48 0 BZ Do not order
WOODMASSIV-EM4081-2180 10 0 10 0 CZ Do not order
WOODMASSIV-EM4084-2180 5 0 5 0 CZ 4

Stock Order ABC/XYZ

Figure 18: Model output 
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reach the safety stock. Since this amount is below the minimum order quantity, the model suggests ordering the 
minimum order quantity (4). In Appendix 15, the output of the inventory model for all HPL SKUs can be found.  

3.4 Sensitivity analysis 
In an inventory system there are some choices that need to be made. Among others, a company needs to decide 
on the cycle service level for different SKU groups and moreover, also needs to decide on the time interval 
between two ordering decisions. As both CSL and review period face a trade-off that impacts the level of safety 
stock, the impact of these choices is analysed by means of a sensitivity analysis. By doing this, the impact of 
these decisions is made tangible and well-informed decisions can be made.  

3.4.1 Cycle service level 

The cycle service level is an important driver in inventory systems, as it represents the probability of avoiding a 
stockout between two review periods. In other words, the percentages express the probability that the company 
will have sufficient stock to cover demand between two review periods. As mentioned in Section 2.2.6.3, there 
is a trade-off that needs to be made when it comes to determining the CSL. When a higher CSL is desired, this 
comes at the cost of an increased safety stock which is an extra cost, both in terms of inventory space and cash 
investments. To indicate this trade-off between CSL and safety stock value, a sensitivity analysis is performed.  

Instead of using the same CSL for all SKUs, different CSLs are assigned to the different classes, based on the ABC-
XYZ classification. The CSLs as used in the inventory model, described in Section 3.3, form the base case for the 
sensitivity analysis. The base case CSL values can be found below in Table 13 and the results of the sensitivity 
analysis can be found in Table 14. 

 

In the base case scenario, the total safety stock would consist out of 666 HPLs together having a value of 
€48,025.93. The trade-off between CSL and safety stock becomes visible once the CSLs are changed. If all CSLs 
from the base case are increased by 2%, the new total safety stock amounts to 767 HPLs with a value of 
€55,305.42. This is an overall increase of 15.16% in value and in amount of safety stock. When looking more in 
depth, it is noticed that the effect is much larger for the AX items and much smaller for the CZ items. This is 
because AX and CZ items have respectively the highest and lowest CSLs. As AX items already had a high CSL and 
when increased by 2%, it requires more additional safety stock for those items than in the case that CZ items’ 
CSL is increased by 2%. For AX items the increase of the CSL from 97% to 99% translates into the safety stock of 
those items growing by 23.94%, whilst for CZ items an increase of their CSL from 84% to 86% only increases their 
safety stock by 6.25%. This clearly indicates the non-linear character of the CSL-safety stock relationship. 
Moreover, this non-linear relationship also shows in the fact that increasing the CSLs with 2% does not have the 
same effect as decreasing CSLs with 2%. This is most clear with the AX items. When AX items CSL is increased 
from 97% to 99%, 34 additional HPLs should be hold as safety stock (which is 23.94% more). If on the contrary 
AX items’ CSL is decreased from 97% to 95%, only 17 fewer HPLs should be held as safety stock, which equals to 
a safety stock decreasing by 11.97%.  

This sensitivity analysis shows that CSLs are not something that should be decided on without any thought as 
they could have a large and varying impact. Therefore, the cycle service level decision should be treated with 
care.  

A B C
X 97% 94% 89%
Y 96% 92% 86%
Z 95% 90% 84%

Table 13: CSL base case values 
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3.4.2 Review period 

Due to practical considerations, the review period is not theoretically determined but is a parameter that can 
be decided upon by Anyway Doors. The review period is a factor that impacts safety stock levels because the 
safety stock incorporates the demand during the lead time and the review period. Therefore, a sensitivity 
analysis of the review period is done to show the effect of the analysis on safety stock levels. In general, the 
longer the review period, the more safety stock should be held because the risk interval becomes larger. 
Checking inventory levels every other week instead of every week might seem less work but comes at a different 
cost, having more inventory. All results of the sensitivity analysis can be found below in Table 15. 

The base case scenario represents the model with a review period of one week, this is the scenario on which the 
model in Section 3.3 is based. In this base case, there is a safety stock consisting out of 666 HPLs with a total 
value of €48,025.93. When the review period is doubled from one week to two weeks the total value of the 
safety stock increases by 4.09% to €49,992.16. The relative effect of increasing or decreasing the review period 
is bigger with the items that have a more variable demand. Increasing the review period from one to three weeks 
would result in safety stock increasing by 7.04% for AX items in comparison to 8.33% for CZ items and 11.59% 
for BZ items. These effects are similar for halving the review period, for which the total value of the safety stock 
diminishes by 2.55%.  

From this sensitivity analysis, it can be concluded that when adjusting the time between ordering decisions, the 
impact on the safety stock should not be forgotten.  

 

 

Amount Value (€) Amount Value (€) Amount Value (€) Amount Value (€) Amount Value (€)
AX items 125 7,400.22 133 7,882.00 142 8,407.36 155 9,195.80 176 10,421.64
BX items 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00
CX items 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00
AY items 247 20,970.92 261 22,160.04 278 23,593.78 298 25,297.48 325 27,603.72
BY items 74 3,696.86 77 3,827.60 81 4,041.05 83 4,122.96 89 4,418.32
CY items 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00
AZ items 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00
BZ items 64 5,629.44 66 5,805.36 69 6,069.24 73 6,421.08 75 6,597.00
CZ items 89 5,476.30 92 5,607.04 96 5,914.50 99 6,089.62 102 6,264.74

Total 599 43,173.74 629 45,282.04 666 48,025.93 708 51,126.94 767 55,305.42

+2%-2% -1% Base case +1%

Table 14: Sensitivity analysis cycle service level 

Amount Value (€) Amount Value (€) Amount Value (€) Amount Value (€)
AX items 139 8,232.24 142 8,407.36 147 8,714.02 152 9,020.68
BX items 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00
CX items 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00
AY items 272 23,079.20 278 23,593.78 289 24,512.94 301 25,504.10
BY items 78 3,865.93 81 4,041.05 83 4,122.96 88 4,379.99
CY items 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00
AZ items 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00
BZ items 67 5,893.32 69 6,069.24 74 6,509.04 77 6,772.92
CZ items 93 5,695.00 96 5,914.50 100 6,133.20 104 6,396.28

Total 649 46,765.69 666 48,025.93 693 49,992.16 722 52,073.97

0.5 weeks Base case 2 weeks 3 weeks

Table 15: Sensitivity analysis review period 
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3.5 Implementation 
Given that the proposed model is constructed in excel, the inventory management model for HPL remains a 
stand-alone model. Consequently, the inventory management model requires regular data inputs to deliver 
accurate output. The necessary input can be divided into two parts, the automated and the manual input. The 
automated input is generated through a link to a CSV file exported from SDP. When opening the inventory 
model, the information from the CSV file, is automatically uploaded and updated in the excel model. This input 
includes data concerning monthly usage of the past 12 months, the measured, non-produced doors, the stock 
levels of both SDP and the Lean-Lift, and the remaining deliveries of HPL. An example is shown in Figure 19. 

Changes in prices and minimum order quantities for each HPL or changes in the review period need to be 
manually modified in the model. The model incorporates different scenarios, including the insertion of new HPLs 
or changes of supplier. As a result, additional insertions and adjustments must be made as explained in the 
manual, which can be found in Appendix 16. In the case of a new HPL, no information is known regarding usage, 
lead time, therefore the theoretical delivery timing of 45 days is chosen.  

When the correct input is inserted in the model, the output is a good indication of when to order and how much 
to order for each HPL. However, human observation and verification remain an important factor in the 
optimization of the HPL model.  

Article
HPL Jun-21 Jul-21 Aug-21 Sep-21 Oct-21 Nov-21 Dec-21 Jan-22 Feb-22 Mar-22 Apr-22 May-22

SPECIALDEC-TP0901-2180 11,6 5,2 27,2 31,6 77,2 27,4 23,2 40,4 34,2 26,4 55,6 15,6
SPECIALDEC-TS3570-3050 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
UNIMASSIV-EM9417-2180 102 30 63 98 81 44 76 74 118 115 70 50
UNIMASSIV-EMD354-3050 26 26 27 24 44 43 48 48 58 66 42 11
UNIMASSIV-SA0901-2180 19,2 32 43,4 15,6 16,8 15,2 20 12,8 16,2 28,6 18,8 12,8
UNIMASSIV-SA0901-3050 0 2 13 0 1 6 0 0 2 12 0 4
WOODMASSIV-EM4081-2180 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
WOODMASSIV-EM4084-2180 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 14 2 0 0 0

Monthly usage

Figure 19: Monthly automated usage data (1/2) 

Article
HPL Measured, non-produced doors Incoming Stock Lift Stock SDP Liftitem (J/N)

SPECIALDEC-TP0901-2180 20 173 15 53,8 J
SPECIALDEC-TS3570-3050 0 0 0 0 N
UNIMASSIV-EM9417-2180 25 122 47 92 J
UNIMASSIV-EMD354-3050 24 56 10 62 J
UNIMASSIV-SA0901-2180 10 10 47 34,4 J
UNIMASSIV-SA0901-3050 0 4 44 43 J
WOODMASSIV-EM4081-2180 0 0 10 10 J
WOODMASSIV-EM4084-2180 0 0 5 4 J

(Including returns)

Figure 20: Monthly automated usage data (2/2) 
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4 Discussion 

4.1 Critical view on the inventory model 
During the course of the project, it became clear that the theory and reality rarely align. As theoretical 
frameworks and assumptions form the basis for the HPL inventory management system the model comes with 
its own limitations. Below, some constraints associated with the HPL inventory management model are 
addressed.  

One of the limitations present in the model relates to several practical aspects that are difficult to integrate in 
the excel model. As the inventory model is designed in excel, the reality is not always automatically reflected.  
For example, Anyway Doors’ inventory buffers are ideally limited by the end of the year. This means, that by the 
months of November and December, Anyway Doors is slightly reducing their stock levels for HPL. Although this 
can be achieved by systematically bringing the cycle service level down during the months November and 
December, it does not automatically consider a lowered stock level by the end of the year. A sensitivity analysis 
has been conducted in Section 3.4.1 to analyse the impact of the cycle service level on the safety stock of each 
HPL.  

Moreover, the model uses various inputs. Therefore, the quality and its results of the model is highly dependent 
on the accuracy of these inputs. There are some inputs that needs to be adjusted manually, like the review 
period or CSL, while other parameters, including prices and theoretical lead times are linked to the model and 
updated automatically. The ones that are manually entered should be treated with care and should not be 
forgotten, otherwise, the model is subject to faults. The same goes for the data linked to SDP. The data within 
SDP should therefore be as accurate as possible to have an inventory model that can accurately predict when to 
order and how much to order. 

To ensure that the model is operational, the company’s current challenges are included in the model. By 
considering real-life lead times instead of theoretical lead times and considering the variance of demand for the 
different HPLs, the model tries to imitate the reality with which Anyway Doors is confronted daily. As agreed 
with the purchasing manager of Anyway Doors, the usage of the last twelve months is used to determine the 
monthly averages. However, the construction leave in the month of July is thus always included in the data set. 
As production always experiences a noticeable drop during this period, the impact on average monthly usage 
(lower) and the variance (larger) is greater than if it were extracted from the data set.  

The inventory model does not cover exceptional large orders.  As it is based on the usage of the past 12 months, 
it assumes that future demand will be comparable to last year. Moreover, the maximum stock levels for each 
HPL are based on the past demand and the maximum capacity of the Lean-Lift. Therefore, a bulk order of 
hundreds of HPLs of the same colour and size, due to a lower purchasing price, is something the model cannot 
take into consideration. If management decides to purchase bulk orders, and the HPL is registered as Lean-Lift 
item in SDP, a possible solution could be that during a specific period the orders are systematically placed in the 
Lean-Lift, so they are considered as delivery moments in the model. However, if the HPL is not registered as 
Lean-Lift item, the model incorporates the bulk delivery in the stock levels. Depending on the classification of 
the HPL and on the inventory policy used, a new order is placed when the current stock level falls below the 
order-up-to level or reorder point.   

A final limitation of the model is that it does not consider HPL colours being ordered outside the product offering 
of Anyway Doors. Anyway Doors has a set range of colours offered, however, the clients can order all possible 
colours offered by Resopal. These colours outside of the product offering of Anyway Doors can be ordered under 
a special “0000” code. These special “0000” colours are then ordered in the exact amounts needed. This means 
that procurement still needs to order these 0000 colours manually as is done at this moment. Once the 
management decides to incorporate this new colour into the product range and SDP, the model will add, classify, 
and assign an inventory policy to this new colour.  
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4.2 Recommendations  
In this section, several recommendations are described based on the limitations and bottlenecks identified 
throughout this project. Considering these recommendations could bring positive changes to the inventory 
management approach at Anyway Doors. The recommendations are divided into two main classes, one focuses 
on improving the ERP system and the other on adjusting the organisational flow. 

4.2.1 Use SDP as a communication tool   

Alongside the theoretical approach and assumptions incorporated in the model, there are some other 
limitations present to building an accurate inventory management system. SDP is an important input source for 
the inventory model, recommendations regarding their ERP system are therefore discussed separately.  

4.2.1.1 Reduce complexity of SDP  

At Anyway Doors, not all data are centralized in a system. Currently, several separate spreadsheets, tables and 
lists with all kinds of information are used, although they could easily be stored in SDP. Ideally, SDP needs to be 
an almost fully comprehensive information source for all departments. For example, the purchasing manager 
should be able to retrieve the production schedule in SDP without having to ask the planning manager or the 
sales team for the status of the order. Although each department works with SDP, the complexity of the 
structure in SDP and the program language is difficult to understand and therefore difficult to use. Each 
department can perform their specific needed actions in SDP but have no common understanding of the 
formulas, calculations, and structure behind the software. Users do not have enough knowledge on SDP. 
Therefore, over the years, some mistakes were created in the system. Only a limited number of employees 
understand all the features and details of SDP resulting in a poor usage of the system.  

Currently, only the founder of Anyway Doors and an external software specialist are aware of all functionalities 
and possibilities of SDP. However, an additional concern is that both have different knowledge of how SDP 
works. The software specialist provides the software environment, while the founder of Anyway Doors 
programmed the structure for the company in the ERP system. Both the software specialist and the founder of 
Anyway Doors are needed to properly master the ERP system.  

To make sure data is centralized and can be retrieved by everyone, it is crucial that employees understand how 
the system works. Therefore, trainings on a regular basis for all users are recommended, the use of unambiguous 
units, and avoiding manual lines are important.   

A. Provide SDP trainings  
The software has a lot of potential, however, it seems that the system is not used to its full potential, due to a 
lack of understanding from the front office. Therefore, it could be advisable to organise trainings on a regular 
basis to transfer the knowledge on SDP of both the founder and the SDP expert to employees. It is important 
that all parties are involved in these trainings. 
 
What resulted from the conducted interviews with the front office, is that there is a lot of interest in acquiring 
the right skills to operate the software. By providing weekly trainings with both the founder of Anyway Doors 
and the software specialist, the front office has the opportunity to obtain a clear understanding of how the 
system works. The trainings, among others, could provide insights on the structure and functionality of SDP. For 
example, SDP has been present since the first-generation doors of Anyway Doors and has been programmed in 
a way that the components used in the first-generation doors are linked to the components currently used in 
the doors, even though they are not identical. This information could be useful but increases the complexity of 
the system. Transferring the knowledge can be a very good investment for Anyway Doors’ future.  

B. Use unambiguous unit indications  
The variety of units used in SDP creates a lot of complexity and ambiguity. Currently, there are base units, stock 
units, ordering units, price units and inbound units. Although the conversion between units is programmed 
correctly in SDP, mistakes occur when manually entering lines in SDP. Whenever an employee needs to insert 
additional lines, the ERP system should provide one specific entering unit. For example, when an order is 
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delivered, the only selectable unit, should be the ordering unit. As an illustration, consider the HPLs which are 
ordered in square meters, but are stocked in plates. When manually entering an order, mistakes can easily occur 
when the wrong unit is chosen. Entering 10 HPLs instead of 10m), has a major impact on stock levels. SDP would 
be more user-friendly and accurate when only one unit could be used for that specific action, plates in this 
example. The conversion to other units has its purpose, however, should be done automatically behind the 
scenes by SDP without manual intervention. This way, inaccuracies can be eliminated very easily and therefore, 
employees are not expected to memorize all the different units for each item used by Anyway Doors.  

C. Avoid manual input lines  
The accuracy of SDP deteriorates as many orders are entered manually and do not have the same article name 
as programmed in SDP. When a purchasing order is placed, it can be entered through a manual line, or it can be 
linked to the correct component in the software. When it is entered manually instead of linking it to the correct 
component in the software, valuable information concerning purchasing orders disappear in the system, 
because it is not possible to link the entered components with the programmed ones. Currently, 18.39%6 of the 
purchases are manually added in SDP from 2020 until May 2022. Ideally, instead of adding purchasing orders 
manually in SDP, the software should give an overview of the possible items inserted in SDP. For these listed 
items, additional information can be entered. Consequently, less confusion arises when entering information 
and the data would be collected in a consistent manner, increasing the future purposes.  

4.2.1.2 Improve reliability of inventory data in SDP 

Ideally, when consulting SDP for information regarding the inventory levels of a component or the status of an 
order, the data displayed in SDP should be reliable. However, this is not always the case at Anyway Doors. 
Currently, the lower quality ERP information increases the risk of misinformed decisions which could lead to 
poor investments. For example, data regarding HPL inventory levels in SDP do not correspond to the inventory 
levels retrieved from the Lean-Lift. This is shown in Appendix 17. As the ERP system is an essential driver for 
many departments, investing in reliable data is important for many organisational processes, and therefore, 
critical for Anyway Doors’ success.    

To improve the reliability of SDP regarding inventory levels, three recommendations are identified, namely an 
inventory accuracy KPI, the automation of closing customer files and entering the returns of HPL and finished 
doors in SDP.  

D. Inventory accuracy KPI for HPL 
The data from SDP is based on theoretical usage, while stock levels of the Lean-Lift reflect the actual usage of 
HPLs. Due of human interventions, risks such as incorrectly scanning certain HPLs in or out the Lean-Lift or closing 
a customer file can occur. Therefore, inventory levels in SDP may deviate from the inventory levels in the Lean-
Lift. By implementing an inventory accuracy KPI that measures the discrepancy between stock levels in the Lean-
lift and in SDP, an excessive difference between the two can be automatically indicated. In case of an excessive 
discrepancy, the situation can be assessed and corrected.  

E. Automated closing of customer files 
The second recommendation to improve the reliability of SDP inventory levels is related to the closing of 
customer files in SDP. Currently, the closing of customer files happens once a week, manually by procurement. 
Only by closing the customer files, the used theoretical quantities of components are extracted from SDP and 
inventory levels are adjusted. This manual action results in unreliable stock levels in SDP as the theoretical usage 
is often registered days after the production.  

In the short run, ideally at the end of the working day or the following day, the customer files should be closed 
in SDP by the warehouse manager. This ensures that stock levels are updated, overnight, and thus more quickly 
to create a more accurate view of the stock levels in SDP. In the medium to long time, the customer order should 
be scanned at the completion of the production process. As a result, the theoretical number of components 

 
6 This includes purchasing regarding components needed in production process and administrative items like 
working clothes, toiletry items, etc.  
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used in the production process are immediately adjusted in the inventory levels. The implementation of 
Cloudomotion at Anyway Doors could facilitate maintaining accurate inventory levels.  

F. Register returns in SDP 
In addition, stock levels in SDP are incorrect as returns of several components to the supplier are not entered in 
SDP. HPLs, for example, can be returned to Resopal due to imperfections and quality issues. However, these 
returns are stored in a separate excel, but are not registered in SDP. This is a significant shortcoming of the 
current inventory management process as the actual stock level always deviates from the stock level in SDP. 
Moreover, when a finished door is returned by a customer to Anyway Doors, due to imperfections or for repair, 
the used components for these repairs are not registered in SDP. Although these are not common situations, 
the stock levels are not adjusted. There is no record of usage because no new customer file, which is essential 
for the inventory adjustments, is created for these situations. Consequently, SDP is not always a reliable 
information source.  

Ideally, the production responsible of HPLs should be able to scan the rejected HPLs. A connection between this 
scanning system and SDP ensures that stock levels are adjusted immediately. Moreover, a considerable amount 
of time is saved by the front office as no manual action is needed. In addition, it is advisable to establish a 
standard procedure for return of finished doors.  

4.2.2 Improve efficiency of daily operations 

Several recommendations are identified related to the improvement of daily operations. At Anyway Doors, the 
manufacturing process of filled or glass doors take approximately three to four hours. However, the delivery 
times to the customer, starting from the measurement at the customer’s premises, are often up to 10 to 12 
weeks. The administrative lead time before the start of the production process takes excessive time. Therefore, 
several recommendations focus on facilitating the operations in the front office and facilitating HPL inventory 
management.  

4.2.2.1 Facilitate front office operations  

Throughout the research, several bottlenecks are identified that make the process inefficient or slow the process 
down. These recommendations aim to reduce the complexity of some procedures. The recommendations 
include the standardization of the ordering process, expanding HPL’s inventory management system to other 
material groups, reduce the time between measurement and calculation, define clear roles and responsibilities, 
and reduce the internal transport of documents and files.   

G. Standardize ordering process  
The smaller materials are currently ordered based on signals through the booklet or informal conversations in 
the front office. The main challenge exists in ordering the right components for each department. As more than 
700 components are used by Anyway Doors, it is not always clear which specific component needs to be ordered, 
due to different names used for the same component in the warehouse and front office. In addition, interviews 
conducted with production workers and front office indicate that there is little communication towards the 
production staff regarding the ordering status of components. Consequently, production staff regularly visit the 
front office to obtain updates on the ordering status of the required components. These regular visits lead to 
distraction of the front office staff.  

In the short term, it would be beneficial for Anyway Doors to implement a standardized ordering form. This form 
would serve as a communication tool between procurement and the production employees. The ordering form, 
as show in Appendix 18, includes columns to gather the necessary information to place the correct order. To 
improve communication between procurement and the warehouse, two additional columns are added. A 
column where procurement can indicate whether the component is ordered and a column indicating the 
expected delivery date.   

In the long run, all components available in the warehouse should receive a barcode that needs to be scanned 
when there is limited stock. The scanner automatically signals the front office by, for example, obtaining an 
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email, including the components that need to be ordered. The automation of the ordering process results in 
fewer incorrect orders and a more efficient organizational flow.  

H. Expand HPL inventory management system to other material groups 
The focus of this project is to develop an inventory management system for the HPL material group that indicates 
when and how much to order. However, most of the ordering decisions for other components are also based on 
a gut-feeling. On the short term, it is advisable for Anyway Doors to create similar sub models of the HPL 
inventory model for other large and important material groups, including aluminium, pvc and rubber. On the 
long term, it would be beneficial for Anyway Doors to even go a step further and have a fully integrated inventory 
management system that includes all 700 components. 

I. Reduce time between measurement and calculation 
One of the bottlenecks identified, relates to the time between the measurement at the customers’ premises 
and the calculation of the door for production purposes. After the measurement, the sales team conducts a 
verification, however, this intermediate step takes a relatively long time. The most important reason why it takes 
a long time is due to the changes customers can make in their specifications. Last minute changes in HPL colour 
or handles are one of the reasons why the whole organisational flow slows down. Ideally, Anyway Doors sends 
an order confirmation based on the calculation which has to be signed by the customer within a predefined 
period. Once signed off by the customer, it can be processed for operations.  

Nowadays, purchasing materials for production only takes place at the end of the organisational flow, meaning, 
after the production is planned. Due to this way of working, precious time is lost and has an impact on the total 
throughput time. Only by changing priorities in operation the actual delivery time of 12 weeks can be respected. 
These changes have an enormous impact on production. Thus, the greater the time between measurement and 
calculation, the greater the pressure on the rest of the processes and especially purchasing. This as the Anyway 
Doors’ lead time clock of 12 weeks start ticking as from measurement at the customer’s premises. In addition, 
it usually takes around four weeks before the delivery of the HPLs and two weeks for the delivery of glass. 
Purchasing, happening only at the end of the flow faces the highest pressure in the organisational flow to get 
materials on time within a relatively narrow time frame. Currently, the cancellation of a delivery to a customer 
is almost always caused by components that have not yet been delivered by the supplier. It even happens that 
placements are cancelled one day in advance, causing a huge impact on customer satisfaction and potentially 
negative word of mouth advertising. Therefore, it can be concluded that it would be beneficial for Anyway Doors 
as a company to reduce the time between measurement and calculation. It would be advisable to consider 
having another workstation for the sales team to use to finish tasks in a quieter environment, so that customer 
files can be processed faster. 

J. Define unambiguous roles and responsibilities 
Although everybody at Anyway Doors has a clear role, the description of their responsibilities is not for 
everybody clearly delineated. Moreover, currently, no organisation chart is available at Anyway Doors. If the 
company wants to implement a well-functioning inventory management system, it is for example important that 
a responsible is appointed. We sense that tasks are sometimes randomly assigned to someone or easily passed 
on to others, increasing the workload of some employees in the front office. For instance, a labour-intensive 
task of closing customer files in SDP is currently done by procurement. A clear role description of what is included 
in the functions ensures that every team member is aware of their responsibilities and are conscious of the 
specific input and output expected from them. In addition, a more defined delineation of the function ensures 
more creativity from employees in their role. Anyway Doors could start with listing everything that needs to be 
done in the front office and warehouse, from arrival of the customer to the delivery of the product. When all 
the tasks are clearly listed, the assignment of the appropriate task to the corresponding individual can be done, 
so that there is no confusion with regards to responsibilities or fluid delineations. In addition, it is advisable to 
have an organisation chart, on which can be relied and is clear for everyone in the organization.  
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K. Reduce internal transport of documents 
It is very difficult to identify a clear flow in the organizational process considering the extensive internal transport 
of different documents and files through the front office. As mentioned before, the ERP system should be a 
communication tool between departments. However, as everything is manually tracked in files rather than SDP, 
valuable information could get lost. In addition, files can end up at the bottom of a pile, out of sight.  

Therefore, it is advisable to first, clearly map out what tasks are done and who does what as it moves through 
the organisation.  Second, how are the tasks done? A key approach for reducing the complexity of the process 
is analysing where value is added to the organisation and where in the process certain bottlenecks occur.  Once 
this value-adding and valueless actions are identified, the company must eliminate the valueless steps in their 
organizational process. 

4.2.2.2 Facilitate HPL inventory management  

As this report is a case study of HPLs, specific recommendations are made regarding the inventory management 
of this specific component. Further improvement of the inventory management of HPL would be beneficial for 
Anyway Doors’ organisational flow as HPL is a core component of Anyway Doors’ filled doors.  

To facilitate the HPL inventory management, the recommendations include, exploring the Lean-Lift options, 
revise the quality control process of HPLs, and review the product portfolio.  

L. Explore additional Lean-Lift features 
As noticed on the display of the Lean-Lift, and through information gathering using the Lean-Lift manual and the 
internet, the Lean-Lift could have more features that could positively affect the inventory management of HPLs. 
In the long run, it would be interesting to explore additional possibilities of the Lean-Lift, as currently its main 
purpose is smart storage. 

M. Revise quality control process of HPLs 
To improve the reliability of data delivered from SDP or the Lean-Lift, it is important that the inventory levels of 
components in the system are components ready to use. Therefore, it is advisable that the inspection of HPLs 
before entering the Lean-Lift must be done more thoroughly. As HPLs are placed in the Lift one by one to provide 
each one with a barcode, the quality inspection could be done at the same time. The stock levels in SDP or the 
Lift should indicate the actual amount of HPLs usable, however available HPLs and usable HPLs are in case of 
Anyway Doors not the same. By improving the quality inspection, the moment HPLs are placed in the Lean-Lift, 
HPLs with imperfections are removed from the stock and stock levels will indicate the correct amount of usable 
HPLs.  

In the short run, it would be beneficial for Anyway Doors to reinforce control for the less recurring HPLs and 
perform the control before these HPLs are loaded in the lift. The number of additional controls could be 
manageable, as from January 2022 up until May 2022 this encompassed 14 registered orders and 135 HPLs in 
total7. In the long run, the detailed inspection, that now takes place the moment the HPL needs to be used in 
production, should happen before the HPLs are put in the Lean-Lift and this for all HPLs. This means for both 
courant and non courant HPLs. Consequently, the available and usable stock level of HPLs is equal.  

N. Review product portfolio  
To prevent stock outs, all the HPLs categorized as ABC-XYZ item are assigned a safety stock depending on their 
historical usage. HPLs that has been exceptionally ordered in the past twelve months, due to low demand, also 
receive a safety stock. Although, this covers relatively small amounts, capital is locked in HPLs that are barely 
used. Given the overview used in the model, and the relatively considerable amount of HPLs that are relatively 
little ordered, it is recommended to narrow down the product portfolio. As customers can still order a very wide 
range of HPL colours at Resopal, the less frequently used colours could be left out of the product range of Anyway 
Doors and can be ordered using the ‘0000’ code. 

 
7 Information extracted from the list of all incoming orders.  
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4.2.3 Impact versus investment trade-off  

The implementation of the suggested recommendations requires several resources, including investment and 
time. One of the most crucial resources is time. In addition, the impact of implementing the recommendations 
on inventory management for Anyway Doors is not equal for all recommendations. To provide a good indication 
of which recommendations have the greatest impact on improving inventory management at Anyway Doors, a 
subjective trade-off between investment and impact is made for each recommendation. This is shown in Figure 
21. In addition, a priority time frame is established. The timeline is presented in Figure 22 and indicates the time 
within each recommendation could ideally be implemented.  

 

 

Figure 21: Impact-resource investment trade-off
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Figure 22: Timeline recommendations 
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4.2.4 Conclusion  

In this section, several recommendations for Anyway Doors are discussed. The recommendations are 
categorized in two classes, ERP as communication tool and improve efficiency of daily operations which can be 
found in Table 16 and Table 17, respectively. 

 

Table 16: ERP as communication tool 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 17: Improve efficiency of daily operations 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

ERP as communication tool 

Reduce complexity of SDP Improve reliability of inventory data in SDP 

§ Trainings  
§ Use unambiguous units 
§ Avoid manual lines 

§ Inventory accuracy KPI 
§ Automize closing files 
§ Returns in SDP  

Improve efficiency of daily operations 

Facilitate front office Facilitate HPL inventory management 

§ Standardize ordering process  
§ Expand HPL inventory system to other 

material groups 
§ Reduce customer’s lead time  
§ Define unambiguous roles  
§ Reduce internal transport of documents  

§ Explore the Lean-Lift options  
§ Revise quality control process of HPL 
§ Review product portfolio  
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5 Conclusion  
Effective and efficient inventory management affects every aspect of a business, from warehousing costs to the 
ability to fulfil customer orders accurately and on time. As inventory is an important item on a firm’s balance 
sheet, increased transparency in inventory levels and accurate demand forecasting could positively impact 
customer satisfaction and a business’ bottom line. However, successfully integrating an inventory management 
system is a difficult as requires time and resources, which is a limiting factor for many companies. Today, 
managers face competing pressure to have enough stock on hand for every eventuality, while at the same time 
avoiding costly, inefficient overstocking.  

Anyway Doors is an illustration of a company with no uniform inventory system. The 31,000 different possible 
door configurations results in fluid order patterns, which puts a lot of pressure on Anyway Doors ordering 
decisions. In recent months, this pressure has led to incorrect orders and purchases of components. Therefore, 
the objective of the in-company project is to provide more insights in optimal inventory management and 
present an accurate inventory model that indicates when and how much to order.  

Considering the many different inventory management policies used in the literature, a classification regarding 
value and order frequency is conducted, to correctly assign inventory policies to the various HPLs. Regardless of 
the colour and size of the HPL, the value of the laminates is a core component in the manufacturing process 
compared to the screws and other smaller components. A classification is conducted to categorize the different 
HPL items in nine classes, after which to each class a suitable policy is assigned. For these policies, an operational 
inventory model is developed. Even though a different policy is assigned to the different classes, the model 
considers a safety stock for all actively used HPLs to cope with sudden changes in demand.  

The main question this research tends to answer is “How can Anyway Doors increase the accuracy and 
transparency of their order decisions to optimize the inventory levels?” In the case of Anyway Doors, a stand-
alone inventory management model that indicates when and how much to order is insufficient to overcoming 
the current inefficiencies. In addition to the inventory management model elaborated for HPLs, several 
recommendations are suggested regarding Anyway Doors’ ERP system and organisational flow. The combination 
of recommendations and the inventory model should bring some structure into the complex environment in 
which Anyway Doors operates. Applying the SDP recommendations presented could ensure greater and more 
accurate use of the ERP system. In addition, the user-friendly interface of the model ensures that everybody can 
use and adjust the model where needed, shifting from a decentralized to a centralized information environment. 
Furthermore, taking into considerations the recommendations regarding the organisational flow, could help 
relieve pressure of the processes and create a more efficient flow.  

This project has resulted in an operational inventory model. However, the model is based on some assumptions 
and has some drawbacks. First, the model uses data as input source. High quality and accurate data are thus a 
requirement for an accurately working inventory model. Therefore, the accurate use of SDP, including the 
registration of HPL and door returns, is crucial for the inventory management system. Second, some assumptions 
are made regarding the review period and cycle service level. Changes in assumptions have an impact on the 
inventory levels of SKU items, and thus the total stock value. These effects are examined in a sensitivity analysis, 
where it is clear that minor changes in cycle service level result in substantial changes in the inventory value. 
The same decision can be drawn for increasing or decreasing the review period. Therefore, these assumptions 
should be handled with care.  

To conclude, the presented inventory management model for HPLs and recommendations can provide a good 
starting point for Anyway Doors to develop an integrated efficient inventory management system. However, 
Anyway Doors still has a long way ahead, creating an efficient inventory management system is an ongoing 
process that requires a lot of time and resources, and relies on the cooperation of all employees. 
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7 Appendices  

Appendix 1: Structure Theuma Group 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Organigram Theuma Group D.D. 01012021

NOII
50 aandelen

THEUMA NV
Kapitaal: 4.781.753

10.000 aandelen

THEUMA DOORSYSTEMS  NV
Kapitaal: 372.000
22.406 aandelen

99,99 %
22.405 aandelen

99,99 %
9.999 aandelen

THEUMA DOORSYSTEMS BV
Kapitaal: 18.000
18.000 aandelen

THURA MACHINE-
FINANCIERING BV
Kapitaal: 1.328.000

180 aandelen

100 %
18.000 aandelen

100 %
6.520 aandelen

100 %
180 aandelen

0,01 %
1 aandeel

THEUMA METAL 
INDUSTRIES BV

Kapitaal: 2.958.645
6.520 aandelen

THEUMA GROUP NV
9.322.004 aandelen

100 %
50 aandelen

0,01 %
1 aandeeL

INDOOR COLLECTION NV
51.998 aandelen

PORTAPIVOT BV
1.000 aandelen

100 %
51.998 aandelen

100 %
1.000 aandelen

07/01/2021
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Appendix 2: Examples of door and dress wall configurations 

Filled door (Left: swing door, right: pivoting door)  

 

 

Glass door (Left: sliding door, right: swing door)  
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Steel look door (Left: pivoting door, right: sliding door)  

 

 

Dress wall 
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Appendix 3: Common HPL colours 

Appendix 4: Lean-Lift in production facility 
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Appendix 5: Production zones 

 

1

2

3

4
5 6

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

Legende zonesZones atelier ANYWAYdoors

1 :   Alu zaagmachine
        Stefan , ( Eric )
2 :   Tijgerzaag , Alu zaagmachine
        Eric , Stefan
3 :   Alu CNC + montage deurkader, 
        omlijstingen, rails
        Jan , Roy
        Ivan , Kurt
4 :   CNC Resopal
        Bart , ( Jorne/Jimmy )
5 :   Opdeelzaag PUR + Resopal
        Jimmy , (Bjorn)
6 :   Glasmontagezone
        Luc , Bjorn , Jorne , Kenneth
7 :   Lijmstraat
        Benny C ,  Jimmy 
8 :   Voorbereidingzone grepen,
        scharnieren
        Benny C , AllRound
9 :   Assemblage volle deuren
        Benny C , Jimmy , ( Bart, Eric )
10 : PVC zone
        Davy 
11 : Klein magazijn
        Davy
12 : Afmontage deurgehelen , controle
        Tim , Kenny 
13 : Stockbeheer
        Benny M
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Appendix 6: Production process 
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Appendix 7: Booklet in production facility used to signal limited stock 
 

 

Appendix 8: Safety stock coverage values at various required service levels 
 

Required service 
level (%) 

Z-value 
Incremental service 
level % 

Incremental coverage 
(Increase in Z-value) 

Increase in SS per point 
increase in service % 

50% 0.000 50.00%     

70% 0.524 20.00% 0.524   

75% 0.674 5.00% 0.150 5.72% 

80% 0.842 5.00% 0.168 4.96% 

81% 0.878 1.00% 0.036 4.31% 

82% 0.915 1.00% 0.037 4.27% 

83% 0.954 1.00% 0.039 4.24% 

84% 0.994 1.00% 0.040 4.22% 

85% 1.036 1.00% 0.042 4.22% 

86% 1.080 1.00% 0.044 4.23% 

87% 1.126 1.00% 0.046 4.26% 

88% 1.175 1.00% 0.049 4.31% 
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89% 1.227 1.00% 0.052 4.39% 

90% 1.282 1.00% 0.055 4.49% 

91% 1.341 1.00% 0.059 4.62% 

92% 1.405 1.00% 0.064 4.80% 

93% 1.476 1.00% 0.071 5.03% 

94% 1.555 1.00% 0.079 5.35% 

95% 1.645 1.00% 0.090 5.79% 

96% 1.751 1.00% 0.106 6.43% 

97% 1.881 1.00% 0.130 7.43% 

98% 2.054 1.00% 0.173 9.20% 

99% 2.326 1.00% 0.272 13.27% 

99.50% 2.576 0.50% 0.250 21.45% 

99.90% 3.090 0.40% 0.514 49.93% 

 

Appendix 9: Normal distribution with corresponding z-scores   
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Appendix 10: Interview questions front office  
Topic assessment Questions  

Situation today  What are the different types of doors? 

Which components are made-to-order specifically for the doors of 
Anyway Doors? 

What specifications do the doors have in terms of finishing? (e.g. 
colour, locks, handles) 

Who decides the colours in the assortment?  

HPL   For what purpose are the Lean-Lifts purchased? 

What are the different features of the Lifts? 

Is SDP linked to the Lean-Lifts? 

What are the capacities of both Lifts?  

What happens to the rejected HPLs? How many HPLs are weekly 
rejected?  

Manufacturing process  How many doors are entirely produced each month?  

How long does the process of manufacturing one door take from start 
to finish (without delivery period to suppliers)?  

Are there differences in manufacturing processes between glass and 
filled doors?  

Which materials are most often returned, because of insufficient 
quality or production faults? 

Ordering process  How does the ordering process of small materials happen? 

Is forecasting used in the ordering decisions? 

Where exactly is SDP used in the order process?  

Why are there many separates excel everything can be entered into 
SDP? 

Why aren't returns of HPL inserted into SDP? 

What is the impact of shortages on the manufacturing process?  

Which components are made-to-order specifically for the doors of 
Anyway Doors? 
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Personal view  How do you see the sales of glass/filled doors evolving?  

Do you think the current order system is a good process? 

Do you sometimes have difficulties placing orders because of 
ambiguities?  

Do you find SDP, the ERP system, user-friendly? 

Have you experienced any errors in SDP? If so, what? 

Do you often experience shortages in certain components and, if so, 
which items are most affected? 

What do you think is the most significant problem with the inventory? 

Do you think there are too many HPL colors offered by Anyway Doors? 

How do you find the communication in the company?  

Do you find it clear who has which responsibility? 

Production often runs inside the front office, are you often disturbed 
by these situations? 

Do you feel that you are limited in your ideas by the numerous people 
you have to consider? 

What are your thoughts on the monthly meetings?  

 

Appendix 11: Interview questions management   
Topic assessment Questions  

Future AWD What do you see as the biggest challenge for AWD in the future? 

Demand trends  How do you see the sales (demand) of high-end doors evolving?  

Is this demand linked to the demand of standardized doors? 

Changes since acquisition What are the largest changes that have been made since AWD was 
acquired by Theuma (and M80)? 

Company procedures  Where are the growth and budget plans based on? 

At this moment, the whole procurement procedure is done by two 
persons and since there were no shortages in the last months, what is 
the reason behind the search for a more data-driven system? 

Are certain orders made together with Theuma or PortaPivot? 

Personal view How would you see the ideal inventory management system for AWD? 

What do you think are the biggest bottlenecks in the current inventory 
system? 

 

Appendix 12: Interview questions production workers  
Topic assessment Questions  

Role description   What is your main role within the manufacturing process?  

Demand trends  How do you see the sales of glass/filled doors evolving?  
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What specifications do these doors have in terms of finishing? (e.g. 
colour, locks, handles)  

Manufacturing process  How many doors are entirely produced each day?  

How long does the process of manufacturing 1 door take from start to 
finish (without delivery period to suppliers)? Is there a difference 
between glass and filled doors?  

Personal view Which materials are most often returned, because of insufficient quality 
or production faults? 

Do you often experience shortages in certain components and, if so, 
which items are most affected? 

What is the impact of shortages on the manufacturing process?  

Are half-finished doors often left in the production plant for too long? 

What do you think is the most significant problem with the inventory?  
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Appendix 13: Overview ABC Analysis of HPL SKUs 

 

HPL SKUs Annual usage value Annual usage value Cumulative
SPECIALDEC-TP0901-3050 89386 23,94% 23,94%
UNIMASSIV-EM9417-3050 76261,32 20,42% 44,36%
UNIMASSIV-EMD354-3050 40725,48 10,91% 55,27%
UNIMASSIV-EM9417-2180 40137,18 10,75% 66,01%
SPECIALDEC-TP0901-2180 27043,2 7,24% 73,26%
UNIMASSIV-EMD354-2180 17684,14 4,74% 77,99%
UNIMASSIV-EM0179-3050 14865,24 3,98% 81,97%
UNIMASSIV-SA0901-2180 9636,162 2,58% 84,55%
UNIMASSIV-EM0105-3050 9587,64 2,57% 87,12%
UNIMASSIV-EM0105-2180 9326,12 2,50% 89,62%
UNIMASSIV-EM0179-2180 5142,44 1,38% 91,00%
UNIMASSIV-SA0901-3050 3518,4 0,94% 91,94%
UNIMASSIV-EM1500-2180 3442,82 0,92% 92,86%
UNIMASSIV-EM1500-3050 2990,64 0,80% 93,66%
WOODMASSIV-EM4408-3050 2286,96 0,61% 94,27%
UNIMASSIV-EMD96-3050 2111,04 0,57% 94,84%
UNIMASSIV-EMD92-3050 1583,28 0,42% 95,26%
UNIMASSIV-EM0160-3050 1231,44 0,33% 95,59%
WOODMASSIV-EM4232-2180 1176,66 0,32% 95,91%
SPECIALDEC-EM3570-3050 1143,48 0,31% 96,21%
SPECIALDEC-EM3577-3050 1055,52 0,28% 96,50%
WOODMASSIV-EM4084-3050 1055,52 0,28% 96,78%
WOODMASSIV-EM4084-2180 1045,92 0,28% 97,06%
UNIMASSIV-SA10542-2180 1002,34 0,27% 97,33%
UNIMASSIV-EM0160-2180 967,476 0,26% 97,59%
WOODMASSIV-EM4408-2180 958,76 0,26% 97,84%
WOODMASSIV-EM4081-3050 879,6 0,24% 98,08%
WOODMASSIV-EM4463-3050 791,64 0,21% 98,29%
WOODMASSIV-EM4232-3050 703,68 0,19% 98,48%
SPECIALDEC-EM3570-2180 697,28 0,19% 98,67%
UNIMASSIV-SA10622-2180 697,28 0,19% 98,85%
WOODMASSIV-EM4289-2180 653,7 0,18% 99,03%
UNIMASSIV-EMD90-3050 527,76 0,14% 99,17%
WOODMASSIV-EM4110-3050 527,76 0,14% 99,31%
WOODMASSIV-EM4289-3050 527,76 0,14% 99,45%
UNIMASSIV-EMD92-2180 514,244 0,14% 99,59%
UNIMASSIV-SAD91-2180 435,8 0,12% 99,71%
WOODMASSIV-EM4055-3050 351,84 0,09% 99,80%
UNIMASSIV-EMD96-2180 261,48 0,07% 99,87%
UNIMASSIV-SA10622-3050 175,92 0,05% 99,92%
WOODMASSIV-EM4081-2180 174,32 0,05% 99,96%
UNIMASSIV-EMD90-2180 87,16 0,02% 99,99%
SPECIALDEC-EM3577-2180 43,58 0,01% 100,00%
SPECIALDEC-AJ3115-3050 0 0,00% 0,00%
SPECIALDEC-EM3118-3050 0 0,00% 0,00%
SPECIALDEC-TS3570-3050 0 0,00% 0,00%
SPECIALDEC-TS3577-3050 0 0,00% 0,00%
UNIMASSIV-EM0150-2180 0 0,00% 0,00%
UNIMASSIV-EM10542-3050 0 0,00% 0,00%
UNIMASSIV-EM92-3050 0 0,00% 0,00%
UNIMASSIV-EMD91-2180 0 0,00% 0,00%
UNIMASSIV-SA0105-2180 0 0,00% 0,00%
UNIMASSIV-SA0105-3050 0 0,00% 0,00%
UNIMASSIV-SA0160-2180 0 0,00% 0,00%
UNIMASSIV-SA0160-3050 0 0,00% 0,00%
UNIMASSIV-SA0179-2180 0 0,00% 0,00%
UNIMASSIV-SA0179-3050 0 0,00% 0,00%
UNIMASSIV-SA0431-3050 0 0,00% 0,00%
UNIMASSIV-SA0478-3050 0 0,00% 0,00%
UNIMASSIV-SA10542-3050 0 0,00% 0,00%
UNIMASSIV-SA1500-2180 0 0,00% 0,00%
UNIMASSIV-SA1500-3050 0 0,00% 0,00%
UNIMASSIV-SAD354-2180 0 0,00% 0,00%
UNIMASSIV-SA9417-3050 0 0,00% 0,00%
UNIMASSIV-SAD354-3050 0 0,00% 0,00%
UNIMASSIV-SAD90-2180 0 0,00% 0,00%
UNIMASSIV-SAD91-3050 0 0,00% 0,00%
UNIMASSIV-SAD92-2180 0 0,00% 0,00%
UNIMASSIV-SAD96-2180 0 0,00% 0,00%
UNIMASSIV-SAD96-3050 0 0,00% 0,00%
WOODMASSIV-EM4055-2180 0 0,00% 0,00%
WOODMASSIV-EM4110-2180 0 0,00% 0,00%
WOODMASSIV-EM4176-2180 0 0,00% 0,00%
WOODMASSIV-EM4281-2180 0 0,00% 0,00%
WOODMASSIV-EM4281-3050 0 0,00% 0,00%
WOODMASSIV-EM4284-2180 0 0,00% 0,00%
WOODMASSIV-EM4284-3050 0 0,00% 0,00%
WOODMASSIV-EM4314-2180 0 0,00% 0,00%
WOODMASSIV-EM4314-3050 0 0,00% 0,00%
WOODMASSIV-EM4390-2180 0 0,00% 0,00%
WOODMASSIV-EM4390-3050 0 0,00% 0,00%
WOODMASSIV-EM4407-2180 0 0,00% 0,00%
WOODMASSIV-EM4407-3050 0 0,00% 0,00%
WOODMASSIV-EM4463-2180 0 0,00% 0,00%
WOODMASSIV-EM4470-3050 0 0,00% 0,00%
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HPL SKUs Annual usage value Annual usage value Cumulative
SPECIALDEC-TP0901-3050 89386 23,94% 23,94%
UNIMASSIV-EM9417-3050 76261,32 20,42% 44,36%
UNIMASSIV-EMD354-3050 40725,48 10,91% 55,27%
UNIMASSIV-EM9417-2180 40137,18 10,75% 66,01%
SPECIALDEC-TP0901-2180 27043,2 7,24% 73,26%
UNIMASSIV-EMD354-2180 17684,14 4,74% 77,99%
UNIMASSIV-EM0179-3050 14865,24 3,98% 81,97%
UNIMASSIV-SA0901-2180 9636,162 2,58% 84,55%
UNIMASSIV-EM0105-3050 9587,64 2,57% 87,12%
UNIMASSIV-EM0105-2180 9326,12 2,50% 89,62%
UNIMASSIV-EM0179-2180 5142,44 1,38% 91,00%
UNIMASSIV-SA0901-3050 3518,4 0,94% 91,94%
UNIMASSIV-EM1500-2180 3442,82 0,92% 92,86%
UNIMASSIV-EM1500-3050 2990,64 0,80% 93,66%
WOODMASSIV-EM4408-3050 2286,96 0,61% 94,27%
UNIMASSIV-EMD96-3050 2111,04 0,57% 94,84%
UNIMASSIV-EMD92-3050 1583,28 0,42% 95,26%
UNIMASSIV-EM0160-3050 1231,44 0,33% 95,59%
WOODMASSIV-EM4232-2180 1176,66 0,32% 95,91%
SPECIALDEC-EM3570-3050 1143,48 0,31% 96,21%
SPECIALDEC-EM3577-3050 1055,52 0,28% 96,50%
WOODMASSIV-EM4084-3050 1055,52 0,28% 96,78%
WOODMASSIV-EM4084-2180 1045,92 0,28% 97,06%
UNIMASSIV-SA10542-2180 1002,34 0,27% 97,33%
UNIMASSIV-EM0160-2180 967,476 0,26% 97,59%
WOODMASSIV-EM4408-2180 958,76 0,26% 97,84%
WOODMASSIV-EM4081-3050 879,6 0,24% 98,08%
WOODMASSIV-EM4463-3050 791,64 0,21% 98,29%
WOODMASSIV-EM4232-3050 703,68 0,19% 98,48%
SPECIALDEC-EM3570-2180 697,28 0,19% 98,67%
UNIMASSIV-SA10622-2180 697,28 0,19% 98,85%
WOODMASSIV-EM4289-2180 653,7 0,18% 99,03%
UNIMASSIV-EMD90-3050 527,76 0,14% 99,17%
WOODMASSIV-EM4110-3050 527,76 0,14% 99,31%
WOODMASSIV-EM4289-3050 527,76 0,14% 99,45%
UNIMASSIV-EMD92-2180 514,244 0,14% 99,59%
UNIMASSIV-SAD91-2180 435,8 0,12% 99,71%
WOODMASSIV-EM4055-3050 351,84 0,09% 99,80%
UNIMASSIV-EMD96-2180 261,48 0,07% 99,87%
UNIMASSIV-SA10622-3050 175,92 0,05% 99,92%
WOODMASSIV-EM4081-2180 174,32 0,05% 99,96%
UNIMASSIV-EMD90-2180 87,16 0,02% 99,99%
SPECIALDEC-EM3577-2180 43,58 0,01% 100,00%
SPECIALDEC-AJ3115-3050 0 0,00% 0,00%
SPECIALDEC-EM3118-3050 0 0,00% 0,00%
SPECIALDEC-TS3570-3050 0 0,00% 0,00%
SPECIALDEC-TS3577-3050 0 0,00% 0,00%
UNIMASSIV-EM0150-2180 0 0,00% 0,00%
UNIMASSIV-EM10542-3050 0 0,00% 0,00%
UNIMASSIV-EM92-3050 0 0,00% 0,00%
UNIMASSIV-EMD91-2180 0 0,00% 0,00%
UNIMASSIV-SA0105-2180 0 0,00% 0,00%
UNIMASSIV-SA0105-3050 0 0,00% 0,00%
UNIMASSIV-SA0160-2180 0 0,00% 0,00%
UNIMASSIV-SA0160-3050 0 0,00% 0,00%
UNIMASSIV-SA0179-2180 0 0,00% 0,00%
UNIMASSIV-SA0179-3050 0 0,00% 0,00%
UNIMASSIV-SA0431-3050 0 0,00% 0,00%
UNIMASSIV-SA0478-3050 0 0,00% 0,00%
UNIMASSIV-SA10542-3050 0 0,00% 0,00%
UNIMASSIV-SA1500-2180 0 0,00% 0,00%
UNIMASSIV-SA1500-3050 0 0,00% 0,00%
UNIMASSIV-SAD354-2180 0 0,00% 0,00%
UNIMASSIV-SA9417-3050 0 0,00% 0,00%
UNIMASSIV-SAD354-3050 0 0,00% 0,00%
UNIMASSIV-SAD90-2180 0 0,00% 0,00%
UNIMASSIV-SAD91-3050 0 0,00% 0,00%
UNIMASSIV-SAD92-2180 0 0,00% 0,00%
UNIMASSIV-SAD96-2180 0 0,00% 0,00%
UNIMASSIV-SAD96-3050 0 0,00% 0,00%
WOODMASSIV-EM4055-2180 0 0,00% 0,00%
WOODMASSIV-EM4110-2180 0 0,00% 0,00%
WOODMASSIV-EM4176-2180 0 0,00% 0,00%
WOODMASSIV-EM4281-2180 0 0,00% 0,00%
WOODMASSIV-EM4281-3050 0 0,00% 0,00%
WOODMASSIV-EM4284-2180 0 0,00% 0,00%
WOODMASSIV-EM4284-3050 0 0,00% 0,00%
WOODMASSIV-EM4314-2180 0 0,00% 0,00%
WOODMASSIV-EM4314-3050 0 0,00% 0,00%
WOODMASSIV-EM4390-2180 0 0,00% 0,00%
WOODMASSIV-EM4390-3050 0 0,00% 0,00%
WOODMASSIV-EM4407-2180 0 0,00% 0,00%
WOODMASSIV-EM4407-3050 0 0,00% 0,00%
WOODMASSIV-EM4463-2180 0 0,00% 0,00%
WOODMASSIV-EM4470-3050 0 0,00% 0,00%
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Appendix 14: HPL SKUs with corresponding classification and parameters 

 

Article
HPL ABC-XYZ Safety stock Demand during lead time and review period Order-up-to-level Reorder point

SPECIALDEC-AJ3115-3050 0 0 0 - -
SPECIALDEC-EM3118-3050 0 0 0 - -
SPECIALDEC-EM3570-2180 CZ 4 3 - -
SPECIALDEC-EM3570-3050 CZ 3 2 - -
SPECIALDEC-EM3577-2180 CZ 1 1 - -
SPECIALDEC-EM3577-3050 CZ 3 2 - -
SPECIALDEC-TP0901-2180 AY 52 59 - 111
SPECIALDEC-TP0901-3050 AY 83 116 - 199
SPECIALDEC-TS3570-3050 0 0 0 - -
SPECIALDEC-TS3577-3050 0 0 0 - -
UNIMASSIV-EM0105-2180 BY 19 31 - 50
UNIMASSIV-EM0105-3050 BY 14 17 - 31
UNIMASSIV-EM0150-2180 0 0 0 - -
UNIMASSIV-EM0160-2180 CZ 4 4 - -
UNIMASSIV-EM0160-3050 CZ 4 2 - -
UNIMASSIV-EM0179-2180 BY 15 18 - 33
UNIMASSIV-EM0179-3050 BZ 33 26 - -
UNIMASSIV-EM10542-3050 0 0 0 - -
UNIMASSIV-EM1500-2180 BY 12 12 - 24
UNIMASSIV-EM1500-3050 BZ 11 6 - -
UNIMASSIV-EM92-3050 0 0 0 - -
UNIMASSIV-EM9417-2180 AX 92 129 221 -
UNIMASSIV-EM9417-3050 AY 98 126 - 224
UNIMASSIV-EMD354-2180 AY 45 54 - 99
UNIMASSIV-EMD354-3050 AX 50 67 117 -
UNIMASSIV-EMD90-2180 CZ 1 1 - -
UNIMASSIV-EMD90-3050 CZ 2 1 - -
UNIMASSIV-EMD91-2180 0 0 0 - -
UNIMASSIV-EMD92-2180 CZ 3 2 - -
UNIMASSIV-EMD92-3050 CZ 7 3 - -
UNIMASSIV-EMD96-2180 CZ 2 1 - -
UNIMASSIV-EMD96-3050 BZ 8 4 - -
UNIMASSIV-SA0105-2180 0 0 0 - -
UNIMASSIV-SA0105-3050 0 0 0 - -
UNIMASSIV-SA0160-2180 0 0 0 - -
UNIMASSIV-SA0160-3050 0 0 0 - -
UNIMASSIV-SA0179-2180 0 0 0 - -
UNIMASSIV-SA0179-3050 0 0 0 - -
UNIMASSIV-SA0431-3050 0 0 0 - -
UNIMASSIV-SA0478-3050 0 0 0 - -
UNIMASSIV-SA0901-2180 BY 21 36 - 57
UNIMASSIV-SA0901-3050 BZ 8 6 - -
UNIMASSIV-SA10542-2180 CZ 7 4 - -
UNIMASSIV-SA10542-3050 0 0 0 - -
UNIMASSIV-SA10622-2180 CZ 5 2 - -
UNIMASSIV-SA10622-3050 CZ 1 1 - -
UNIMASSIV-SA1500-2180 0 0 0 - -
UNIMASSIV-SA1500-3050 0 0 0 - -
UNIMASSIV-SAD354-2180 0 0 0 - -
UNIMASSIV-SA9417-3050 0 0 0 - -
UNIMASSIV-SAD354-3050 0 0 0 - -
UNIMASSIV-SAD90-2180 0 0 0 - -
UNIMASSIV-SAD91-2180 CZ 3 2 - -
UNIMASSIV-SAD91-3050 0 0 0 - -
UNIMASSIV-SAD92-2180 0 0 0 - -
UNIMASSIV-SAD96-2180 0 0 0 - -
UNIMASSIV-SAD96-3050 0 0 0 - -
WOODMASSIV-EM4055-2180 0 0 0 - -
WOODMASSIV-EM4055-3050 CZ 2 1 - -
WOODMASSIV-EM4081-2180 CZ 2 1 - -
WOODMASSIV-EM4081-3050 CZ 3 2 - -
WOODMASSIV-EM4084-2180 CZ 6 4 - -
WOODMASSIV-EM4084-3050 CZ 4 3 - -
WOODMASSIV-EM4110-2180 0 0 0 - -
WOODMASSIV-EM4110-3050 CZ 2 1 - -
WOODMASSIV-EM4176-2180 0 0 0 - -
WOODMASSIV-EM4232-2180 CZ 8 4 - -
WOODMASSIV-EM4232-3050 CZ 2 2 - -
WOODMASSIV-EM4281-2180 0 0 0 - -
WOODMASSIV-EM4281-3050 0 0 0 - -
WOODMASSIV-EM4284-2180 0 0 0 - -
WOODMASSIV-EM4284-3050 0 0 0 - -
WOODMASSIV-EM4289-2180 CZ 4 3 - -
WOODMASSIV-EM4289-3050 CZ 2 2 - -
WOODMASSIV-EM4314-2180 0 0 0 - -
WOODMASSIV-EM4314-3050 0 0 0 - -
WOODMASSIV-EM4390-2180 0 0 0 - -
WOODMASSIV-EM4390-3050 0 0 0 - -
WOODMASSIV-EM4407-2180 0 0 0 - -
WOODMASSIV-EM4407-3050 0 0 0 - -
WOODMASSIV-EM4408-2180 CZ 7 4 - -
WOODMASSIV-EM4408-3050 BZ 9 6 - -
WOODMASSIV-EM4463-2180 0 0 0 - -
WOODMASSIV-EM4463-3050 CZ 4 2 - -
WOODMASSIV-EM4470-3050 0 0 0 - -

Calculations
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Article
HPL ABC-XYZ Safety stock Demand during lead time and review period Order-up-to-level Reorder point

SPECIALDEC-AJ3115-3050 0 0 0 - -
SPECIALDEC-EM3118-3050 0 0 0 - -
SPECIALDEC-EM3570-2180 CZ 4 3 - -
SPECIALDEC-EM3570-3050 CZ 3 2 - -
SPECIALDEC-EM3577-2180 CZ 1 1 - -
SPECIALDEC-EM3577-3050 CZ 3 2 - -
SPECIALDEC-TP0901-2180 AY 52 59 - 111
SPECIALDEC-TP0901-3050 AY 83 116 - 199
SPECIALDEC-TS3570-3050 0 0 0 - -
SPECIALDEC-TS3577-3050 0 0 0 - -
UNIMASSIV-EM0105-2180 BY 19 31 - 50
UNIMASSIV-EM0105-3050 BY 14 17 - 31
UNIMASSIV-EM0150-2180 0 0 0 - -
UNIMASSIV-EM0160-2180 CZ 4 4 - -
UNIMASSIV-EM0160-3050 CZ 4 2 - -
UNIMASSIV-EM0179-2180 BY 15 18 - 33
UNIMASSIV-EM0179-3050 BZ 33 26 - -
UNIMASSIV-EM10542-3050 0 0 0 - -
UNIMASSIV-EM1500-2180 BY 12 12 - 24
UNIMASSIV-EM1500-3050 BZ 11 6 - -
UNIMASSIV-EM92-3050 0 0 0 - -
UNIMASSIV-EM9417-2180 AX 92 129 221 -
UNIMASSIV-EM9417-3050 AY 98 126 - 224
UNIMASSIV-EMD354-2180 AY 45 54 - 99
UNIMASSIV-EMD354-3050 AX 50 67 117 -
UNIMASSIV-EMD90-2180 CZ 1 1 - -
UNIMASSIV-EMD90-3050 CZ 2 1 - -
UNIMASSIV-EMD91-2180 0 0 0 - -
UNIMASSIV-EMD92-2180 CZ 3 2 - -
UNIMASSIV-EMD92-3050 CZ 7 3 - -
UNIMASSIV-EMD96-2180 CZ 2 1 - -
UNIMASSIV-EMD96-3050 BZ 8 4 - -
UNIMASSIV-SA0105-2180 0 0 0 - -
UNIMASSIV-SA0105-3050 0 0 0 - -
UNIMASSIV-SA0160-2180 0 0 0 - -
UNIMASSIV-SA0160-3050 0 0 0 - -
UNIMASSIV-SA0179-2180 0 0 0 - -
UNIMASSIV-SA0179-3050 0 0 0 - -
UNIMASSIV-SA0431-3050 0 0 0 - -
UNIMASSIV-SA0478-3050 0 0 0 - -
UNIMASSIV-SA0901-2180 BY 21 36 - 57
UNIMASSIV-SA0901-3050 BZ 8 6 - -
UNIMASSIV-SA10542-2180 CZ 7 4 - -
UNIMASSIV-SA10542-3050 0 0 0 - -
UNIMASSIV-SA10622-2180 CZ 5 2 - -
UNIMASSIV-SA10622-3050 CZ 1 1 - -
UNIMASSIV-SA1500-2180 0 0 0 - -
UNIMASSIV-SA1500-3050 0 0 0 - -
UNIMASSIV-SAD354-2180 0 0 0 - -
UNIMASSIV-SA9417-3050 0 0 0 - -
UNIMASSIV-SAD354-3050 0 0 0 - -
UNIMASSIV-SAD90-2180 0 0 0 - -
UNIMASSIV-SAD91-2180 CZ 3 2 - -
UNIMASSIV-SAD91-3050 0 0 0 - -
UNIMASSIV-SAD92-2180 0 0 0 - -
UNIMASSIV-SAD96-2180 0 0 0 - -
UNIMASSIV-SAD96-3050 0 0 0 - -
WOODMASSIV-EM4055-2180 0 0 0 - -
WOODMASSIV-EM4055-3050 CZ 2 1 - -
WOODMASSIV-EM4081-2180 CZ 2 1 - -
WOODMASSIV-EM4081-3050 CZ 3 2 - -
WOODMASSIV-EM4084-2180 CZ 6 4 - -
WOODMASSIV-EM4084-3050 CZ 4 3 - -
WOODMASSIV-EM4110-2180 0 0 0 - -
WOODMASSIV-EM4110-3050 CZ 2 1 - -
WOODMASSIV-EM4176-2180 0 0 0 - -
WOODMASSIV-EM4232-2180 CZ 8 4 - -
WOODMASSIV-EM4232-3050 CZ 2 2 - -
WOODMASSIV-EM4281-2180 0 0 0 - -
WOODMASSIV-EM4281-3050 0 0 0 - -
WOODMASSIV-EM4284-2180 0 0 0 - -
WOODMASSIV-EM4284-3050 0 0 0 - -
WOODMASSIV-EM4289-2180 CZ 4 3 - -
WOODMASSIV-EM4289-3050 CZ 2 2 - -
WOODMASSIV-EM4314-2180 0 0 0 - -
WOODMASSIV-EM4314-3050 0 0 0 - -
WOODMASSIV-EM4390-2180 0 0 0 - -
WOODMASSIV-EM4390-3050 0 0 0 - -
WOODMASSIV-EM4407-2180 0 0 0 - -
WOODMASSIV-EM4407-3050 0 0 0 - -
WOODMASSIV-EM4408-2180 CZ 7 4 - -
WOODMASSIV-EM4408-3050 BZ 9 6 - -
WOODMASSIV-EM4463-2180 0 0 0 - -
WOODMASSIV-EM4463-3050 CZ 4 2 - -
WOODMASSIV-EM4470-3050 0 0 0 - -

Calculations
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Appendix 15: Output inventory model for all HPL SKUs 
 

 

  

Article Measured, non-produced doors
HPL Present Incoming Total 30/04/2022

SPECIALDEC-AJ3115-3050 0 0 0 0 0 Do not order
SPECIALDEC-EM3118-3050 2 0 2 0 0 Do not order
SPECIALDEC-EM3570-2180 6 2 8 1 CZ Do not order
SPECIALDEC-EM3570-3050 31 0 31 0 CZ Do not order
SPECIALDEC-EM3577-2180 10 1 11 1 CZ Do not order
SPECIALDEC-EM3577-3050 2 4 6 0 CZ Do not order
SPECIALDEC-TP0901-2180 15 173 188 20 AY Do not order
SPECIALDEC-TP0901-3050 130 117 247 25 AY Do not order
SPECIALDEC-TS3570-3050 0 0 0 0 0 Do not order
SPECIALDEC-TS3577-3050 19 0 19 0 0 Do not order
UNIMASSIV-EM0105-2180 14 38 52 10 BY Do not order
UNIMASSIV-EM0105-3050 37 50 87 4 BY Do not order
UNIMASSIV-EM0150-2180 3 0 3 0 0 Do not order
UNIMASSIV-EM0160-2180 10 2 12 0 CZ Do not order
UNIMASSIV-EM0160-3050 19 0 19 0 CZ Do not order
UNIMASSIV-EM0179-2180 30 6 36 2 BY Do not order
UNIMASSIV-EM0179-3050 78 17 95 0 BZ Do not order
UNIMASSIV-EM10542-3050 30 0 30 0 0 Do not order
UNIMASSIV-EM1500-2180 23 2 25 0 BY Do not order
UNIMASSIV-EM1500-3050 16 20 36 0 BZ Do not order
UNIMASSIV-EM92-3050 6 0 6 0 0 Do not order
UNIMASSIV-EM9417-2180 47 122 169 25 AX 52
UNIMASSIV-EM9417-3050 46 40 86 11 AY 142
UNIMASSIV-EMD354-2180 60 47 107 6 AY Do not order
UNIMASSIV-EMD354-3050 10 56 66 24 AX 51
UNIMASSIV-EMD90-2180 10 0 10 0 CZ Do not order
UNIMASSIV-EMD90-3050 24 0 24 0 CZ Do not order
UNIMASSIV-EMD91-2180 4 0 4 0 0 Do not order
UNIMASSIV-EMD92-2180 10 0 10 0 CZ Do not order
UNIMASSIV-EMD92-3050 6 0 6 0 CZ 4
UNIMASSIV-EMD96-2180 0 4 4 0 CZ Do not order
UNIMASSIV-EMD96-3050 18 4 22 10 BZ Do not order
UNIMASSIV-SA0105-2180 0 0 0 0 0 Do not order
UNIMASSIV-SA0105-3050 0 0 0 0 0 Do not order
UNIMASSIV-SA0160-2180 4 0 4 0 0 Do not order
UNIMASSIV-SA0160-3050 0 0 0 0 0 Do not order
UNIMASSIV-SA0179-2180 0 0 0 0 0 Do not order
UNIMASSIV-SA0179-3050 0 0 0 0 0 Do not order
UNIMASSIV-SA0431-3050 3 0 3 0 0 Do not order
UNIMASSIV-SA0478-3050 2 0 2 0 0 Do not order
UNIMASSIV-SA0901-2180 47 10 57 10 BY 4
UNIMASSIV-SA0901-3050 44 4 48 0 BZ Do not order
UNIMASSIV-SA10542-2180 9 0 9 0 CZ Do not order
UNIMASSIV-SA10542-3050 6 0 6 2 0 Do not order
UNIMASSIV-SA10622-2180 13 0 13 0 CZ Do not order
UNIMASSIV-SA10622-3050 0 0 0 0 CZ 4
UNIMASSIV-SA1500-2180 0 0 0 0 0 Do not order
UNIMASSIV-SA1500-3050 0 0 0 0 0 Do not order
UNIMASSIV-SAD354-2180 0 0 0 0 0 Do not order
UNIMASSIV-SA9417-3050 4 0 4 0 0 Do not order
UNIMASSIV-SAD354-3050 0 0 0 0 0 Do not order
UNIMASSIV-SAD90-2180 0 0 0 0 0 Do not order
UNIMASSIV-SAD91-2180 4 0 4 0 CZ Do not order
UNIMASSIV-SAD91-3050 5 0 5 0 0 Do not order
UNIMASSIV-SAD92-2180 14 0 14 0 0 Do not order
UNIMASSIV-SAD96-2180 11 0 11 0 0 Do not order
UNIMASSIV-SAD96-3050 0 0 0 0 0 Do not order
WOODMASSIV-EM4055-2180 4 20 24 0 0 Do not order
WOODMASSIV-EM4055-3050 4 0 4 0 CZ Do not order
WOODMASSIV-EM4081-2180 10 0 10 0 CZ Do not order
WOODMASSIV-EM4081-3050 9 0 9 0 CZ Do not order
WOODMASSIV-EM4084-2180 5 0 5 0 CZ 4
WOODMASSIV-EM4084-3050 15 3 18 1 CZ Do not order
WOODMASSIV-EM4110-2180 5 0 5 0 0 Do not order
WOODMASSIV-EM4110-3050 14 0 14 0 CZ Do not order
WOODMASSIV-EM4176-2180 4 0 4 0 0 Do not order
WOODMASSIV-EM4232-2180 8 0 8 0 CZ Do not order
WOODMASSIV-EM4232-3050 4 0 4 0 CZ Do not order
WOODMASSIV-EM4281-2180 1 0 1 0 0 Do not order
WOODMASSIV-EM4281-3050 0 0 0 0 0 Do not order
WOODMASSIV-EM4284-2180 7 0 7 0 0 Do not order
WOODMASSIV-EM4284-3050 0 0 0 0 0 Do not order
WOODMASSIV-EM4289-2180 7 1 8 0 CZ Do not order
WOODMASSIV-EM4289-3050 6 4 10 1 CZ Do not order
WOODMASSIV-EM4314-2180 5 0 5 0 0 Do not order
WOODMASSIV-EM4314-3050 8 0 8 0 0 Do not order
WOODMASSIV-EM4390-2180 13 0 13 0 0 Do not order
WOODMASSIV-EM4390-3050 6 0 6 0 0 Do not order
WOODMASSIV-EM4407-2180 7 0 7 0 0 Do not order
WOODMASSIV-EM4407-3050 0 0 0 0 0 Do not order
WOODMASSIV-EM4408-2180 12 0 12 0 CZ Do not order
WOODMASSIV-EM4408-3050 0 0 0 0 BZ 9
WOODMASSIV-EM4463-2180 2 0 2 0 0 Do not order
WOODMASSIV-EM4463-3050 8 0 8 0 CZ Do not order
WOODMASSIV-EM4470-3050 1 0 1 0 0 Do not order

Stock Order ABC/XYZ
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Article Measured, non-produced doors
HPL Present Incoming Total 30/04/2022

SPECIALDEC-AJ3115-3050 0 0 0 0 0 Do not order
SPECIALDEC-EM3118-3050 2 0 2 0 0 Do not order
SPECIALDEC-EM3570-2180 6 2 8 1 CZ Do not order
SPECIALDEC-EM3570-3050 31 0 31 0 CZ Do not order
SPECIALDEC-EM3577-2180 10 1 11 1 CZ Do not order
SPECIALDEC-EM3577-3050 2 4 6 0 CZ Do not order
SPECIALDEC-TP0901-2180 15 173 188 20 AY Do not order
SPECIALDEC-TP0901-3050 130 117 247 25 AY Do not order
SPECIALDEC-TS3570-3050 0 0 0 0 0 Do not order
SPECIALDEC-TS3577-3050 19 0 19 0 0 Do not order
UNIMASSIV-EM0105-2180 14 38 52 10 BY Do not order
UNIMASSIV-EM0105-3050 37 50 87 4 BY Do not order
UNIMASSIV-EM0150-2180 3 0 3 0 0 Do not order
UNIMASSIV-EM0160-2180 10 2 12 0 CZ Do not order
UNIMASSIV-EM0160-3050 19 0 19 0 CZ Do not order
UNIMASSIV-EM0179-2180 30 6 36 2 BY Do not order
UNIMASSIV-EM0179-3050 78 17 95 0 BZ Do not order
UNIMASSIV-EM10542-3050 30 0 30 0 0 Do not order
UNIMASSIV-EM1500-2180 23 2 25 0 BY Do not order
UNIMASSIV-EM1500-3050 16 20 36 0 BZ Do not order
UNIMASSIV-EM92-3050 6 0 6 0 0 Do not order
UNIMASSIV-EM9417-2180 47 122 169 25 AX 52
UNIMASSIV-EM9417-3050 46 40 86 11 AY 142
UNIMASSIV-EMD354-2180 60 47 107 6 AY Do not order
UNIMASSIV-EMD354-3050 10 56 66 24 AX 51
UNIMASSIV-EMD90-2180 10 0 10 0 CZ Do not order
UNIMASSIV-EMD90-3050 24 0 24 0 CZ Do not order
UNIMASSIV-EMD91-2180 4 0 4 0 0 Do not order
UNIMASSIV-EMD92-2180 10 0 10 0 CZ Do not order
UNIMASSIV-EMD92-3050 6 0 6 0 CZ 4
UNIMASSIV-EMD96-2180 0 4 4 0 CZ Do not order
UNIMASSIV-EMD96-3050 18 4 22 10 BZ Do not order
UNIMASSIV-SA0105-2180 0 0 0 0 0 Do not order
UNIMASSIV-SA0105-3050 0 0 0 0 0 Do not order
UNIMASSIV-SA0160-2180 4 0 4 0 0 Do not order
UNIMASSIV-SA0160-3050 0 0 0 0 0 Do not order
UNIMASSIV-SA0179-2180 0 0 0 0 0 Do not order
UNIMASSIV-SA0179-3050 0 0 0 0 0 Do not order
UNIMASSIV-SA0431-3050 3 0 3 0 0 Do not order
UNIMASSIV-SA0478-3050 2 0 2 0 0 Do not order
UNIMASSIV-SA0901-2180 47 10 57 10 BY 4
UNIMASSIV-SA0901-3050 44 4 48 0 BZ Do not order
UNIMASSIV-SA10542-2180 9 0 9 0 CZ Do not order
UNIMASSIV-SA10542-3050 6 0 6 2 0 Do not order
UNIMASSIV-SA10622-2180 13 0 13 0 CZ Do not order
UNIMASSIV-SA10622-3050 0 0 0 0 CZ 4
UNIMASSIV-SA1500-2180 0 0 0 0 0 Do not order
UNIMASSIV-SA1500-3050 0 0 0 0 0 Do not order
UNIMASSIV-SAD354-2180 0 0 0 0 0 Do not order
UNIMASSIV-SA9417-3050 4 0 4 0 0 Do not order
UNIMASSIV-SAD354-3050 0 0 0 0 0 Do not order
UNIMASSIV-SAD90-2180 0 0 0 0 0 Do not order
UNIMASSIV-SAD91-2180 4 0 4 0 CZ Do not order
UNIMASSIV-SAD91-3050 5 0 5 0 0 Do not order
UNIMASSIV-SAD92-2180 14 0 14 0 0 Do not order
UNIMASSIV-SAD96-2180 11 0 11 0 0 Do not order
UNIMASSIV-SAD96-3050 0 0 0 0 0 Do not order
WOODMASSIV-EM4055-2180 4 20 24 0 0 Do not order
WOODMASSIV-EM4055-3050 4 0 4 0 CZ Do not order
WOODMASSIV-EM4081-2180 10 0 10 0 CZ Do not order
WOODMASSIV-EM4081-3050 9 0 9 0 CZ Do not order
WOODMASSIV-EM4084-2180 5 0 5 0 CZ 4
WOODMASSIV-EM4084-3050 15 3 18 1 CZ Do not order
WOODMASSIV-EM4110-2180 5 0 5 0 0 Do not order
WOODMASSIV-EM4110-3050 14 0 14 0 CZ Do not order
WOODMASSIV-EM4176-2180 4 0 4 0 0 Do not order
WOODMASSIV-EM4232-2180 8 0 8 0 CZ Do not order
WOODMASSIV-EM4232-3050 4 0 4 0 CZ Do not order
WOODMASSIV-EM4281-2180 1 0 1 0 0 Do not order
WOODMASSIV-EM4281-3050 0 0 0 0 0 Do not order
WOODMASSIV-EM4284-2180 7 0 7 0 0 Do not order
WOODMASSIV-EM4284-3050 0 0 0 0 0 Do not order
WOODMASSIV-EM4289-2180 7 1 8 0 CZ Do not order
WOODMASSIV-EM4289-3050 6 4 10 1 CZ Do not order
WOODMASSIV-EM4314-2180 5 0 5 0 0 Do not order
WOODMASSIV-EM4314-3050 8 0 8 0 0 Do not order
WOODMASSIV-EM4390-2180 13 0 13 0 0 Do not order
WOODMASSIV-EM4390-3050 6 0 6 0 0 Do not order
WOODMASSIV-EM4407-2180 7 0 7 0 0 Do not order
WOODMASSIV-EM4407-3050 0 0 0 0 0 Do not order
WOODMASSIV-EM4408-2180 12 0 12 0 CZ Do not order
WOODMASSIV-EM4408-3050 0 0 0 0 BZ 9
WOODMASSIV-EM4463-2180 2 0 2 0 0 Do not order
WOODMASSIV-EM4463-3050 8 0 8 0 CZ Do not order
WOODMASSIV-EM4470-3050 1 0 1 0 0 Do not order

Stock Order ABC/XYZ
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Appendix 16: Manual 
A. How the model works and attention points 

The sheet "input manually" and "Input via SDP (automatic)" are the data input sources for the model to be 
operational. An important note is that an automated inflow of input data of SDP can only take place when the 
model runs on a computer that is connected to the server of Anyway Doors. 

Once the inputs are secured, the user will be able to see what needs to be ordered in the sheet "output". The 
mechanisms of the system operate behind the scenes. The calculations of the safety stock and order levels 
happen based on the ABC and XYZ classification. A detailed overview of the intermediate calculation steps can 
be found in the sheets "ABC" and "XYZ" for the classifications, the customer service level in the sheet "CSL", 
and the lead times and standard deviations in the sheet "HPL data linked to input". 

The safety stock, order levels and inputted data (both manually and automatic) are used to calculate the order 
quantity in the sheet "output". 

B. Model inputs 

In the sheet "input manually" the following information should be verified on a regular basis to check if the 
input is still accurate. 

1) The user has to update the prices on a regular basis since an automated input via SDP is not reliable enough. 

2) The minimum order quantities 

3) The review period (meaning the time between two orders) 

All other data will be updated automatically through a direct link with SDP 

C. Cycle service level 

In the sheet "CSL", the user has the option to change the CSL if the company decides to higher or lower this 
level. The higher the CSL, the higher the stock levels will be and vice versa. 

D. Lead time 

In the sheet "HPL arrived", the user can update the lead times of an incoming order if the lead times change 
significantly. The only thing the user has to do, is inserting all the columns (bestelling, lijnnummer, artikelcode, 
binnenkomstdatum, aantal dagen verschil met verwachte leverdatum, verwachte leverdatum, aantal dagen 
verschil met boekingsdatum  and boekingsdatum bestelling) of all the orders placed in the chosen period which 
can be generated from SDP. 

E. Adjusting the model to new HPL colours or a new supplier 
a. New manual HPL line 

If a new HPL colour or type is included in the product portfolio of Anyway Doors. Only a few small steps are 
necessary to have a working model for them as well.  

First, the new HPL component needs to be entered in SDP and will be added automatically into the Excel via the 
automated text file.  

Second, in the sheet "Input manually", the user will still need to add the price and a theoretical lead time for this 
item, if no lead time is inserted, the standard set 45 days will be taken. 

b. Lead times or product range of current supplier change drastically, or change of supplier 

In the case that there is a switch from supplier or the product range of the current supplier changes, the user 
needs to check the old and new items and compare them to see whether the old usage is representative for the 
new item, if this is the case, the user can keep this old usage as a proxy for the new item. If this is completely 
different, the user will need to come up with a forecast. 
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The user can insert these forecasts (could be old usages if they are comparable) into the sheet "input via SDP 
(automatic)". The data needed are the monthly usages (in this case forecasts) and the measured, non-produced 
doors. 

A second change needed to be made concerns the lead times. Here the user has to insert theoretical lead times 
and standard deviations of the period an incoming order takes. This is done in the sheet "Adjusting lead times". 
For a theoretical standard deviation, we recommend 33,33% of the theoretical lead time. In the case of a 
drastically changed lead time at their current supplier, the user will also need to fill in this updated lead time. 

Thirdly, the user needs to adjust the minimum order quantities in the sheet "Input manually" since a new 
supplier brings new minimum order quantities. 

After a certain time, the lead times can be changed back to the real lead times such as explained in the subtitle 
lead times. 
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Appendix 17: Comparison of stock levels of Lean-lift, SDP and stock count (30/5/2022) 
Decor Dimension Stock count SDP Lift

0105 EM 2180 18 14 14
0105 EM 3050 37 43 37
0147/EM 2180 5 0 0
0160 EM 2180 10 10 10
0160 EM 3050 18 38 19
0160/60 2180 4 4 4
0160/60 3050 18 36 0
0150 EM 2180 2 3 0
478/60 3050 2 2 NA
431/60 2180 1 0 0

3570/EM 2180 6 8 6
3570/EM 3050 31 9 21
3577/EM 2180 10 12 10
3577/EM 3050 21 (2**) 14 2*
1500/EM 2180 23 23 23
1500/EM 3050 17 (16**) 68 16*
4176/EM 2180 8 4 NA
4176/EM 3050 1 0 NA
4055/EM 2180 4 4 4
4055/EM 3050 4 8 4
4081/EM 2180 10 10 10
4081/EM 3050 9 9 9
4084/EM 2180 6 4 5
4084/EM 3050 15 15 15
4232 EM 2180 8 8 8
4232 EM 3050 11 (4**) 22 4*
4281 EM 2180 1 1 1
4284 EM 2180 6 6 7
4289 EM 2180 7 7 7
4289 EM 3050 10 (5**) 32 6*
4314 EM 2180 5 5 5
4314 EM 3050 8 8 8
4390 EM 2180 13 13 NA
4110/EM 2180 5 5 5
4110/EM 3050 19 (14**) 38 14*
4407 EM 2180 7 7 7
4408 EM 2180 12 12 12
4463 EM 2180 2 2 2
4463 EM 3050 8 8 8
9417/EM 2180 61 92 47
9417/EM 3050 51 (46**) 51 46*
D354 EM 2180 64 14 60
D354 EM 3050 26 62 10
D90 EM 2180 10 10 10
D90 EM 3050 25 (24**) 15 24*
D91/ EM 2180 4 4 NA
D91/EM 3050 11 0 NA
D91/ 60 2180 14 3 4
D91/ 60 3050 5 7 5
0179 EM 2180 32 54 30
0179 EM 3050 78 58 78
D92 EM 2180 10 10 10
D92 EM 3050 7 (6**) 3 6*
D92 /60 2180 14 14 14
0901/60 2180 47 34,4 47
0901/60 3050 34 43 44
0901TP 2180 62 53,8 15
0901TP 3050 120 169 130

10542/EM 2180 25 0 NA
10542/60 2180 12 8 9
10542/60 3050 6 15 6
10622/60 2180 14 0 13
10622/60 3050 20 0 0
D96 EM 3050 20 0 18

* There are two 3050 dimensions; 3050x1240 and 3050x1320, only the smaller size (3050x1240) are included in 
the lift stock, while SDP includes both sizes toghether. These numbers (*) indicate only those out of all 3050 
plates that fit in the lift and are counted in the lift

** These are the HPLs of the entire amount of the stock count that were of the size 3050x1240

NA: Not all items are stored in the Lean-lift, items with a NA in the lift colum are not stored in the Lean-Lift but 
elsewhere in the production facility.
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Appendix 18: Standardized ordering form 

 

 

Naam Datum Artikel Artikelcode leverancier Leverancier Aantal Besteld?
Verwachte 
leverdatum

M5x55

DIN 912 – 8.8 zinc plated
14/06

Arthur 13/06 Geleider volle schuifwand Schuifwand-geleider-25mm Parts-on-demand 50x OK 23/06

Arthur 13/06 7.160.050.055 FABORY 200x OK

Bestelformulier


